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Renault Sport Formel 1-Team
nimmt die Top Fünf ins Visier
Formel 1-Saison 2017 :

Mit dem neu entwickelten Boliden R.S.17. geht das Renault Sport Formel 1-Team 2017
in der Königsklasse an den Start. Erklärtes Ziel des Werksteams ist Platz fünf in der
Konstrukteurs Weltmeisterschaft. Anders als im Vorjahr entstand das Auto vom ersten
Entwurf an komplett unter Renault Regie und ist damit das erste echte Renault
Formel 1-Fahrzeug in der Hybrid-Ära. Neben dem deutschen Neuzugang und 115fachem Grand-Prix-Teilnehmer Nico Hülkenberg steigt der Brite Jolyon Palmer ins
Cockpit des R.S.17. Das Auftaktrennen startet am 26. März mit dem Grand Prix von
Australien in Melbourne.

«2017 ist die erste Saison, in der wir vom Start an als ein Team arbeiten», erklärt Cyril Abiteboul, Managing
Director von Renault Sport Racing. «Vergangenes Jahr hatten wir ein Fahrzeug, das sehr schnell
fertiggestellt werden musste. Dieses Jahr konnten wir unser Auto in enger Abstimmung zwischen dem
Motorenzentrum Viry-Châtillon und der Chassisfertigung in Enstone entwickeln. Deshalb erwarten wir in der
kommenden Saison grosse Fortschritte», so Abiteboul weiter.
«Wenn wir Platz fünf in der Konstrukteurswertung erreichen wollen, müssen wir regelmässig in die
Punkteränge fahren – das ist eine Herausforderung», sagt Abiteboul. Mit Nico Hülkenberg stösst ein
erfahrener und talentierter Pilot von Force India zum Renault Sport Formel 1-Team. Zweiter Mann im
Renault Cockpit ist Jolyon Palmer, der eine gute Premierensaison in der Königsklasse gezeigt hat. «Beide
Fahrer sollten sich gut ergänzen, und das Team wird davon profitieren», so Abiteboul.

Neue Aerodynamikregeln für schnellere Rundenzeiten
Die Saison 2017 ist geprägt von grundlegenden Reglementänderungen, die die Formel 1 deutlich schneller
machen sollen. So steigt die Breite der Autos von 1,80 Meter auf 2,0 Meter. Gleichzeitig werden Front- und
Heckflügel grösser. Der Frontflügel misst künftig 1,80 Meter statt 1,65 Meter in der Breite. Ausserdem ragt
die Spitze 20 Zentimeter über das vordere Ende der Endplatten hinaus. Daraus resultiert eine aggressive
Pfeilform. Die Breite des Heckflügels wächst um 15 Zentimeter auf 95 Zentimeter. Der Flügel selbst sitzt 15
Zentimeter tiefer als bisher, die Endplatten werden in einem Winkel von 30 Grad angestellt. Auch ein zweites
Heckflügelelement ist wieder erlaubt. Diese Massnahmen sollen den Anpressdruck steigern und damit die
Kurvengeschwindigkeiten erhöhen. Die Rundenzeiten werden hierdurch um voraussichtlich bis zu fünf
Sekunden sinken, obwohl durch den erhöhten Luftwiderstand gleichzeitig der Topspeed auf Geraden
zurückgeht.
Auch neue Luftleitflächen und ein Diffusor, der bereits 17,5 Zentimeter vor der Hinterachse beginnt und
stärker ansteigt als bislang, steigern die Kurvenperformance der Formel 1-Boliden.
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Breitere Reifen, mehr Entwicklungsfreiheit
Die Reifen werden ebenfalls um 25 Prozent breiter und erinnern optisch an die 1970er- und 1980er-Jahre.
Durch das grössere Format legt das Gewicht der Reifen und damit das Mindestgewicht der Fahrzeuge
ebenfalls um 20 Kilogramm auf 722 Kilogramm zu. Wegen des höheren Luftwiderstands und der
Gewichtszunahme steigt der Kraftstoffbedarf der Boliden. Deshalb dürfen die Fahrzeuge pro Rennen 105
Kilogramm Sprit statt wie bisher 100 Kilogramm mit sich führen. Weiterer wichtiger Aspekt: Auf Antriebsseite
entfällt das sogenannte Token-System, das die Möglichkeiten zur Weiterentwicklung einschränkte. Die
Hersteller werden damit deutlich freier bei der Konzeption ihrer Antriebseinheiten.
«Die Änderungen sind so fundamental, dass sie in vielerlei Hinsicht einer Revolution gleichen», sagt Bob
Bell, Chief Technical Officer des Renault Sport Formel 1-Teams. Er ist zuversichtlich, was die Perspektiven
der Renault Equipe für die kommende Saison betrifft: «Unsere Messungen zeigen, dass wir grosse
Fortschritte gemacht haben», so Bell.

Komplett neues Fahrzeug
Vom Vorgänger R.S.16, der auf den Formel 1-Rennwagen E22 und E23 des Ende Dezember 2015
übernommenen Lotus F1 Teams basierte, sind laut Bell keinerlei Komponenten geblieben. «Die Arbeit
begann mit einem weissen Blatt Papier. Alles ist neu: Karosserie, Aufhängung, innere Teile», so der
Technikchef des Renault Teams. Auch das Kernstück des Autos, das Monocoque, unterscheidet sich
signifikant vom Vorgänger, um eine ideale Integration der Antriebseinheit und der Kühlsysteme zu
realisieren. Hierfür arbeiteten die Abteilungen in Viry-Châtillon und Enstone eng zusammen, was beim Auto
des Vorjahres nicht möglich war, wie Rémi Taffin, Engine Technical Director des Renault Sport Formel 1Teams bestätigt: «Antrieb und Chassis passen jetzt zusammen und bilden kein Puzzle mehr wie beim
R.S.16. Der R.S.17 ist viel homogener konstruiert.»

Die Antriebseinheit: leichter und stärker
Neben der Integration galt das besondere Augenmerk des Power-Unit-Teams der Gewichtsreduzierung der
Antriebskomponenten sowie dem Gewinn zusätzlicher PS. Hierzu Taffin: «Letztes Jahr wollten wir den
Abstand zur stärksten Power Unit im Feld dadurch halbieren, indem wir die zuverlässigste Antriebseinheit
hatten. Wir sind überzeugt, dass uns das gelungen ist. 2017 wollen wir die verbliebene Lücke schliessen.»

Neue Herausforderung für Energierückgewinnung
Das neue Aerodynamikreglement hat auch Auswirkungen auf die Energierückgewinnung. Mehr Downforce
bedeutet höheren Luftwiderstand und damit längere Volllastphasen und einen höheren Energieverbrauch
durch stärkeren Elektro-Boost auf den Geraden. Da der Topspeed zurückgeht, gleichzeitig aber die
Kurvengeschwindigkeiten zunehmen, werden die Bremszonen kürzer, wodurch auch weniger Zeit zur
Verfügung steht, neue Energie ins System einzuspeisen. «Wir begegnen dieser Entwicklung durch eine
geänderte Balance zwischen den beiden Rückgewinnungssystemen», erklärt Taffin. Hintergrund: Zusätzlich
zur MGU-K (Motor Generator Unit – Kinetic), die die kinetische Energie, die beim Bremsen in Form von
Reibungswärme entsteht, in elektrische Energie umwandelt, verfügen die Formel 1-Boliden über die MGUH (Motor Generator Unit – Heat). Ihre Aufgabe besteht darin, aus der Abwärme der Auspuffgase elektrische
Energie zu gewinnen.
Wie in der vergangenen Saison kommt im V6-Turbo des R.S.17 zur Steigerung der Effizienz ausserdem die
innovative Vorkammerzündung zum Einsatz. Sie erlaubt es den Ingenieuren, ein noch magereres LuftKraftstoffgemisch einzusetzen, ohne Leistungsverluste in Kauf zu nehmen.

Mit neuen Partnern in die Saison
BP und Castrol werden 2017 mit den Marken BP Ultimate und Castrol EDGE als offizielle Partner des
Renault Sport Formel 1-Teams in Erscheinung treten. Letztmals arbeitete Renault mit den beiden
Mineralölunternehmen während der Saison 1997 in der Königsklasse des Motorsports zusammen. Damals
gewann Williams-Renault sowohl den Fahrer- als auch den Konstrukteurstitel.
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FORMEL 1-BOLIDE VON RENAULT

Der Neue R.S.17: Technische Daten
Der Monoposto R.S.17 ist von Grund auf neu entwickelt und hat keine Baugruppe mit
seinem Vorgänger gemeinsam. Durch die neuen Aerodynamikregeln ändert sich das
äussere Erscheinungsbild des Fahrzeugs signifikant.

Chassis
Monocoque aus druckgeformter Kohlefaser und einer Aluminium-Wabenstruktur, entwickelt vom Renault
Sport Formel 1-Team. Bei der Konstruktion legte die eingespielte Renault-Equipe grossen Wert auf
maximale Steifigkeit bei minimalem Gewicht. Der Motor ist tragendes Teil des Chassis.

Vorderradaufhängung
Kohlefaser-Doppelquerlenker oben und unten wirken mittels eines Pushrod-Systems auf eine innenliegende
Wippe ein, die mit einer Torsionsstange sowie den innenliegenden Dämpfer-Einheiten verbunden ist. Die
Radträger bestehen aus Aluminium, die OZ-Räder aus gefrästem Magnesium.

Hinterradaufhängung
Kohlefaser-Doppelquerlenker oben und unten wirken per Pullrod-System auf schräg geführte
Torsionsstangen und quer befestigte Dämpfereinheiten, die ihrerseits am Getriebegehäuse angelenkt
werden. Die Radträger bestehen aus Aluminium, die OZ-Räder aus gefrästem Magnesium.

Kraftübertragung
Halbautomatisches 8-Gang-Titangetriebe mit Rückwärtsgang. Gangwechsel mittels «Quickshift»-System
minimieren die Schaltzeiten.

Treibstoffsystem
Kevlarverstärkter Hochsicherheits-Gummitank von ATL.

Elektronik
Einheits-Motorelektronik von MES-Microsoft.

Bremsanlage
Bremsscheiben und -beläge aus Karbon, Bremszangen von Brembo und Hauptbremszylinder von
AP Racing.

Cockpit
Herausnehmbarer, anatomisch geformter Fahrersitz aus Karbon-Verbundwerkstoffen, 6-PunktSicherheitsgurt. Lenkrad mit integrierten Schalt- und Kupplungswippen, Fernbedienung für den
einstellbaren Heckflügel.
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Abmessungen und Gewichte
Spurweite vorn

1ʼ600 mm

Spurweite hinten

1ʼ550 mm

Höhe

950 mm

Breite

2ʼ000 mm

Gesamtgewicht

722 kg (inklusive Fahrer, Kamera und Ballast)
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FORMEL 1-ANTRIEBSEINHEIT VON RENAULT

Die Neue Power-Unit R.E.17
Auch bei der Power Unit R.E.17 des neuen Formel 1-Boliden R.S.17 für die Saison 2017
handelt es sich weitgehend um eine Neuentwicklung. Nachdem in der vergangenen
Saison die Zuverlässigkeit im Fokus des Renault Sport Formel 1 Teams stand, ist 2017
das erklärte Ziel des Rennstalls, zu den Topteams aufzuschliessen.

Verbrennungsmotor
Hubraum

1,6-Liter-V6

Anzahl Zylinder

6

Höchstdrehzahl

15,000 1/min

Aufladung

Ein Turbolader, unbegrenzter Ladedruck (typischer Maximaldruck
5,0 bar)

KraftstoffdurchflussBegrenzung

100 kg/h

Erlaubte Treibstoffmenge
pro Rennen

105 kg

Bauart

90° V6

Max. Bohrung

80 mm

Max. Hub

53 mm

Kurbelwellenhöhe

90 mm

Anzahl der Ventile

4 pro Zylinder, insgesamt 24

Auspuffanlage

Separate Endrohre für Turbolader und Wastegate, zentral
positioniert

Systeme zur Energierückgewinnung
Drehzahl MGU-K

Max. 50ʼ000 1/min

Leistung MGU-K

Max. 120 kW/163 PS

Energierückgewinnung
der MGU-K

Max. 2 MJ pro Runde

Energieabgabe der
MGU-K

Max. 4 MJ pro Runde

Drehzahl MGU-H

˃ 100ʼ000 1/min

Energierückgewinnung
der MGU-H

Unbegrenzt

Allgemeines
Gesamtgewicht

Min. 145 kg

Antriebseinheiten pro
Fahrer und Saison
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Systemleistung

Mehr als 660 kW / 900 PS
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FAHRER DES RENAULT SPORT FORMEL 1 TEAMS

Fahrerteam mit guter Perspektive
Der Deutsche Nico Hülkenberg und der Brite Jolyon Palmer steigen in der Saison 2017
als Fahrer in die Cockpits des Renault Sport Formel 1 Teams. Hülkenberg blickt auf
eine siebenjährige Formel 1-Erfahrung zurück. Auf seinem Konto stehen eine Pole
Position gleich in seiner ersten Formel 1-Saison, der Sieg in der GP2-Serie im ersten
Anlauf sowie ein Sieg bei den 24 Stunden von Le Mans bei seinem ersten Start. Palmer
fährt erst die zweite Saison in der Königsklasse, konnte dort aber bereits sein Talent
unter Beweis stellen.

Nico Hülkenberg
Neuzugang Nico Hülkenberg, Jahrgang 1987, wechselt von Force India ins Renault Cockpit. Zuvor fuhr er
in der Formel 1 für Williams und Sauber. Der Rheinländer kann auf insgesamt 115 Einsätze und 362 Punkte
seit seinem Debüt in der Königsklasse 2010 zurückblicken. Die vergangene Saison beendete er auf Platz
neun. Wie viele Grand-Prix-Stars begann Hülkenberg seine Karriere im Kartsport, bevor er 2005 in die
Formelserien wechselte.

Lebenslauf
Geboren:

19. Januar 1987

Geburtsort:

Emmerich am Rhein, Deutschland

Nationalität:

Deutsch

Website:

www.nicohulkenberg.net

Twitter:

www.twitter.com/HulkHulkenberg

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/NicoHulkenberg.official

Instagram:

www.instagram.com/hulkhulkenberg

Rennsportstationen
2014-2016 – Formel 1: Hülkenberg fährt drei Saisons für Force India. Nach den ersten drei Rennen 2014
belegt er Platz drei der Fahrerweltmeisterschaft. Mit vier fünften Plätzen beendet er die Saison auf Platz
neun, ebenso wie 2015 und 2016. In seiner Abschlusssaison für Force India hat Hülkenberg wesentlichen
Anteil daran, dass der Rennstall Platz vier in der Konstrukteurswertung belegt. Ausserhalb der Formel 1
debütiert er für Porsche in der Langstreckenweltmeisterschaft. Nach einem sechsten Platz bei den Sechs
Stunden von Spa gewinnt er zusammen mit Nick Tandy und Earl Bamber die 24 Stunden von Le Mans.
2013 – Formel 1: Hülkenberg fährt für Sauber. Beste Ergebnisse sind der vierte Platz beim Grand Prix von
Korea und der fünfte Platz beim Grand Prix in Italien, wo er sensationell den dritten Platz im Qualifying holt.
2011/2012 – Formel 1: Hülkenberg ist zunächst Test- und Ersatzfahrer für Force India. 2012 befördert ihn
der Rennstall zum Stammpiloten. Er beendet die Saison als Elfter. Beste Platzierung ist ein vierter Rang in
Belgien. Im Abschlussrennen in Brasilien liegt er zeitweise in Führung, bevor ihn eine Safety-Car-Phase
einbremst. Am Ende wird er Fünfter.
2010 – Formel 1: Hülkenberg wird Stammfahrer bei Williams. Bereits bei seinem dritten Grand Prix in
Malaysia holt er als Zehnter seinen ersten Weltmeisterschaftspunkt. Den Grossen Preis von Ungarn
beendet er als Sechster und holt seine beste Saisonplatzierung. Beim Grossen Preis von Brasilien erzielt
Hülkenberg in seinem 18. Qualifying seine erste Pole-Position in der Formel 1. Am Ende der Saison ist er
14. in der Fahrerweltmeisterschaft.
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2005-2009 – Nach erfolgreicher Karriere im Kart wechselt Hülkenberg 2005 in die deutsche Formel BMW,
wo er auf Anhieb Meister wird. 2006 startet er in der deutschen Formel 3, wo er ein Rennen gewinnt. Seine
Leistungen bringen ihm ein Cockpit in der A1GP-Serie ein, wo er im Winter 2006/2007 für das Team
Deutschland fährt und neun von 22 Rennen gewinnt, davon sechs in Folge. Seine eindrucksvolle
Vorstellung sichert ihm und seinem Team den Titel. 2007 tritt Hülkenberg in der Formel 3 Euroserie an, wo
er in seiner ersten Saison mit vier Siegen Dritter wird und sich im Folgejahr mit sechs Siegen den Titel holt.
Ebenfalls 2008 erhält er einen Testfahrervertrag für das Williams Formel 1-Team. Ab dem Winter 2008/2009
fährt Hülkenberg in der GP2-Serie, wo er in seiner zweiten Saison mit fünf Siegen Meister wird.

Jolyon Palmer
Jolyon Palmer, Jahrgang 1991, wurde der Rennsport quasi in die Wiege gelegt: Er ist Sohn des ehemaligen
Formel 1-Piloten Dr. Jonathan Palmer. 2016 absolvierte er für das Renault Sport Formel 1-Team seine erste
Saison in der Topliga des Motorsports, nachdem er im Vorjahr bereits als Testfahrer beim Lotus F1 Team
im Einsatz war. Sein Wechsel in die Königsklasse erfolgte nach seinem souveränen Meisterschaftssieg bei
der GP2-Serie 2014. In der erfolgreichen Saison mit dem Team DAMS holte er mit 256 Punkten innerhalb
einer Saison mehr als ein Wettbewerber je zuvor in der Serie. Bei den 22 Rennen stand er 12-mal auf dem
Podium, vier Rennen konnte er für sich entscheiden.

Lebenslauf
Geboren:

20. Januar 1991

Geburtsort:

Horsham, Grossbritannien

Nationalität:

Britisch

Website:

www.jolyonpalmer.com

Twitter:

www.twitter.com/JolyonPalmer

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/jolyonpalmer

Instagram:

www.instagram/jolyon_palmer

Rennsportstationen
2016 – Jolyon Palmer absolviert für das Renault Sport Formel 1-Team seine erste Formel 1-Saison. Beim
Grossen Preis von Malaysia holt er seinen ersten Punkt.
2015 – Testfahrer beim Lotus F1 Team.
2011-2014 – GP2-Serie: Souveräner Sieg in der Saison 2014 mit vier Siegen und 256 Punkten. Schon in
seinem Auftaktrennen 2011 in Abu Dhabi platziert sich Palmer unter den Top Ten im Fahrer-Klassement.
Innerhalb der Saison 2012 der GP2-Serie wechselt er zu iSport International. Beim zweiten
Rennwochenende in as-Sachir erzielt er mit einem siebten Platz im Sprintrennen erstmals Punkte in der
GP2-Serie. In Monte Carlo kann er mit einem neuen Fahrzeug auf Anhieb das Sprintrennen für sich zu
entscheiden. Mit insgesamt drei Podestplätzen beendet Palmer die Saison auf dem elften Gesamtrang. Die
2013er-Saison schliesst er als siebter im Gesamt-Klassement ab.
2009/2010 – FIA Formel 2-Meisterschaft: Im ersten Rennjahr kann sich Palmer bei seinem besten Rennen
auf Platz sechs behaupten. In seinem zweiten Jahr folgt dann in Silverstone der erste F2-Sieg eines Briten,
seitdem Jolyons Vater Jonathan 1983 in Mugello den ersten Platz erringen konnte. Nach zwei weiteren
Siegen in Monza beendete er die Saison als Vizemeister.
2007/2008 – Formel Palmer Audi: Bei seinem Debüt in der von seinem Vater gegründeten Rennserie
gewinnt Jolyon Palmer zwei Rennen und belegt den zehnten Gesamtrang. 2008 verbessert er sich auf den
dritten Gesamtrang.
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Sergey Sirotkin
Mit dem 21-jährigen Russen Sergey Sirotkin verfügt das Renault Sport Formel 1-Team über einen
vielversprechenden dritten Mann im Fahrerkader. Sirotkin stiess bereits 2016 als Testfahrer zum
Werksteam, für das er dreimal am Freitagstraining teilnahm. 2015 und 2016 absolvierte er ausserdem die
ersten Saisons in der GP2-Serie, die er jeweils mit dem dritten Platz abschloss. 2013/14 fuhr er in der
Formel Renault 3.5, wo er beim Heimrennen in Moskau seinen ersten Sieg erzielte. 2014 engagierte ihn
ausserdem das Formel 1-Team Sauber als Testfahrer. Weitere Stationen ab 2010 waren die Formel Abarth,
die Auto GP World Series sowie die italienische und europäische Formel 3.
Website:

www.sirotkinsergey.com

Twitter:

www.twitter.com/sirotkin_sergey

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/Sergey-Sirotkin-1222219851147138

Instagram:

www.instagram.com/sergeysirotkin_official

* * *

Pressedossier Englisch
Nachfolgend finden Sie das vollständige Pressedossier in englischer Sprache.

* * *
Das Pressedossier 2017 Renault Sport Formula One Team sowie Bilder- und Videomaterial befinden sich
zur Ansicht und/oder zum Download auf: www.renaultsport.com
Klicken Sie oben rechts auf den Link Media.
Login: renaultsport
Passwort: mediaf1

Medienkontakte:
Laurent Burgat, Direktor Kommunikation
laurent.burgat@renault.ch / Tel. +41 44 777 02 48
Maryse Lüchtenborg, Kommunikationsattachée
maryse.luechtenborg@renault.ch / Tel. +41 44 777 02 26
Renault Suisse SA, Bergermoosstrasse 4, 8902 Urdorf
www.media.renault.ch
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FOREWORD BY Jérôme Stoll

JÉRÔME STOLL

INTRODUCTION

Just over twelve months ago a new entity was created:
Renault Sport Racing. A year later we are poised ahead
of a new season for Renault Sport Formula One Team
with the first car we have designed from its inception
as one entity, the R.S.17.
As well as our new car, we are

At Enstone activity is non-stop.

Away from the track we saw great

also showcasing our new brand

New personnel, new buildings,

sales growth for Renault Sport Cars

identity for Renault Sport which

new equipment can be seen

over the course of 2016 and we

contributes to the new livery of

everywhere, and these resources

expect this to continue in the future

the R.S.17.

are being put to good use

thanks to more innovative and

every day.

high-performance models to come.

we have been busy laying the

The R.S.17 is the first car which

For 2017 our performance targets

foundation blocks for our future

Enstone and Viry have been able

on track for Renault Sport Formula

successes. We have a roadmap for

to plan and develop from the

One Team are clear. We want

where we want to be and what

outset and we’re satisfied by the

to take a definite, tangible step

we believe is the best manner to

fruits of this interaction.

forward in performance and results.

Jérôme Stoll
President of Renault Sport Racing

Over the course of the past year

get there.

Fifth position in the Constructors’
As well as the excitement of

Championship is our goal. You will

During the winter, the factories at

the R.S.17 itself, we also have a

read in the following pages how we

Enstone and Viry have been alive

highly important new partner in

hope to achieve this.

with action. At Viry we have seen

BP through their BP and Castrol

the fruits of the refinement and

brands. This is an exciting new

restructuring through the reliable

relationship for us and one we

step forward in performance in

foresee great things from.

2016 and we know there is more
to come in 2017.

“ We want to take a definite, tangible step forward
in performance and results. Fifth position in the
Constructors’ Championship is our goal. ”

Cyril Abiteboul

Cyril Abiteboul

Managing Director Cyril Abiteboul ensures all aspects of
Renault Sport Racing are structured, resourced and working
to their optimum to deliver on their performance potential.
Additionally, he sets the commercial, marketing and
communication targets to ensure Groupe Renault takes full
advantage of its Formula 1 activities.
Cyril knows the Anglo-French team and Renault
inside out. After graduating from the Institut National

Cyril Abiteboul
Renault Sport Racing Managing Director

Q&A

Polytechnique de Grenoble, he joined Renault in 2001
and worked in various positions at the company HQ

How important is the 2017

term plan. We are not expecting

the Renault-Nissan Alliance,

in France and also at the F1 team in Enstone. His

season for Renault Sport

miracles overnight, but we are clear

not only helping us develop the

commercial acumen saw him appointed Development

Formula One Team?

on where we ultimately want to be.

next generation ERS, but also

Director of the Renault F1 Team in 2007, looking after

This will be the first season

commercial matters, partners and sponsor acquisition.

where we are operating from the

What are the challenges to

young talents through their

He became Executive Director in 2010 before moving

outset as one team so it is a good

achieve this target?

Engineers Academy programme.

back to Viry in 2011 when Renault re-centred its F1

foundation year. Last year saw us

The biggest challenges to

activities around engine supply. As Deputy Managing

use a car which was put together

achieve this are across design,

What is the impact of the BP

Director, Cyril oversaw all contractual relations,

in a very rapid timeframe. This

manufacture and deployment.

partnership?

marketing and communication activities with partner

year we have been able to work

Any neglect of any particular area

It is a very important deal for us as

teams and created a solid platform for Renault as it re-

on our car in an integrated fashion

gives the opposition an advantage.

a team in terms of image as well

established itself in its new guise.

between Enstone and Viry. This

The aero, the mechanical systems,

as in our search for performance.

car and this season should see us

the reliability, the integration, the

The deal also highlights a positive

achieve strong progress.

way we manage the car at the

for Formula 1 as a whole since

track, the strategy, the control

it showcases that the sport still

Cyril’s success in the role led to him being head-hunted

supporting the recruitment of

by the Caterham F1 Team at the end of 2012 to become
youngest F1 team principal ever. After leading Caterham

What are the performance

systems, driver management,

has huge appeal for a major

Group’s restructuring, he re-joined Renault in July 2014

expectations for 2017?

quality of trackside engineering,

multinational corporation even in

to become Managing Director of Renault Sport F1 and

The expectations are significant,

all of these aspects need to take a

the interesting economic times in

spear-headed successfully the analysis of reacquiring

though equally, we are still growing

step forward. We can’t just point

which we exist. We welcome BP

a team for the Renault brand to continue its long F1

and the fruits of new personnel

the finger at aero and say that they

and the Castrol brand to our family.

tradition. In 2017, Cyril will attend all Grands Prix.

and new infrastructure do take

are solely responsible for leading

time to filter through. In terms of

us to glory in this brave new world

How do you describe the team‘s

performance, we will be a lot faster

of the 2017 regulations, we need

status heading to this new

than last year, that’s for sure.

to target every aspect. Everyone at

season?

Enstone and Viry has a degree of

We are the fastest growing team

What are your specific targets

responsibility for our performance

in the grid. We have increased

for the team and the drivers?

and ultimate success. Our target

headcount by approximately

We are aiming for fifth in the

is doable, but we all have to work

25% in Enstone and in Viry. We

Constructors’ Championship

very hard to achieve it!

have recruited great talents from

“ This year we have been able to work
on our car in an integrated fashion
between Enstone and Viry. ”

and it’s clear that to achieve this

the best teams who have either

we need to be scoring points

How is the Renault brand using

joined us or will be over the next

regularly. This is a target for the

Renault Sport Formula One

year or so. Names like Chris

team collectively, and the drivers

Team?

Dyer, Ciaron Pilbeam and Peter

individually. In terms of our

We saw a number of dynamic

Machin. We have a few more key

drivers, Nico joins us with a lot of

initiatives over the course of the

personnel still to come. We have

experience and talent. We expect

past twelve months, from last

accelerated our investment by a

him to deliver from day one and

year’s car arriving on a surfboard

factor of the what the tops teams

we are confident this will be the

in Australia to our drivers samba

are usually spending to accelerate

case. Jolyon had a strong rookie

dancing their cars in Brazil.

the transformation in Enstone

season where he developed and

Formula 1 and our F1 team

and in Viry, and in some sectors,

performed well and we expect the

provide a stimulating platform for

we have not only caught up, but

natural continuation of this. Both

our markets and we will see many

we are actually leading in terms

drivers should complement each

more exciting activations over the

of facilities. We have the fastest

other and the team should flourish

following months and years. It’s

growing fan base on social media.

with this pairing. 2017 will be the

not just the Renault brand; we

We are in a good position to

second season of what is a long

have Infiniti as a partner through

achieve our objectives.

BOB BELl

Over the course of his career, Bob has worked
in a technical or managerial role that has helped
secure nine Constructors’ Championships and
10 Drivers’ Championships.
He graduated from Queens University Belfast with an
Honours Degree in Aeronautical Engineering in 1979,
completing a PhD in Aeronautical Engineering in 1982.

Bob Bell
Renault Sport One Formula One Team
Chief Technical Officer

From 1982-1988 Bob worked with McLaren
International, with positions including Head of
Aerodynamics, Head of Research and Development and
Project Director Unlimited Land Speed Record Attempt.
His first spell at Enstone was throughout 1998-1999
as Benetton Formula Senior Aerodynamicist, before
moving to Jordan Grand Prix for 1999-2001 as Head of
Vehicle Technology.
In 2001 Bob returned to Enstone as Deputy Technical
Director then Technical Director (2003-2009), He
stepped up to be Acting Team Principal (2009) and
Managing Director (2010) before joining Mercedes-Benz
Grand Prix Ltd as Technical Director from 2011 to 2014.
Bob joined Renault Sport Racing in 2016 as Chief
Technical Officer, overseeing the outputs of both the
Viry and Enstone sites to provide a strategic approach
to their endeavours.

“ There is no carry-over in of
componentry from 2016 to 2017,
so it really has been a ‘clean sheet
of paper’ approach. ”

Q&A
What is your outlook for the

bodywork envelopes to play with.

What has been the biggest

R.S.17?

Everything’s new: suspension,

challenge of the new

I’m very confident. Our

bodywork, internal components,

regulations?

performance metrics show that

the lot. Even the monocoque

The aerodynamic concept has

we’ve made gains in a strong and

is different and that’s primarily

been the biggest change and

consistent manner throughout its

because of the packaging work

the majority of our focus is on

development. If you look at the

we’ve done with Viry. We’ve been

the bodywork. All teams will

car itself you will see tremendous

able to come up with efficient

have added a decent amount of

attention to detail and

packaging around the power unit

performance under the new 2017

sophistication, illustrating that it’s

and the cooling systems and we’ve

rules, and it’s not till we get to

been designed by a talented and

found what we think is a nice

testing that we can see how good

knowledgeable group of people.

solution.

a job we’ve done in relative terms

This is a proper Renault Formula 1

to our opposition.

car and what we know about it so

How big are the regulation

far gives me a lot of optimism.

changes for 2017, and what are

The headcount of Renault

the opportunities?

Sport Racing has increased

What has been the approach to

They are so fundamental that

significantly, how quickly can the

the development of the R.S.17?

they represent a revolution

effects of this be seen?

It’s no secret that our 2016 car

in many regards. This is the

In terms of our personnel growth

was not one born of a lengthy or

chassis equivalent to the power

and development, we’re well along

smooth development process, so

unit regulation changes of

the path of getting to where we

the R.S.17 is the first real Renault

2014, and it’s certainly more

need to be. In terms of headcount,

Formula 1 car of the modern era.

fundamental than the last big

we’re not far off our ultimate goal

It’s a ground-up design as we had

chassis change in 2009. The

for 2017. Those already recruited

the time and the resources to do

desire for the change was to

are working well together as a

it, notwithstanding the fact that

make the cars a lot quicker and

team, and it’s the cohesion of the

the change in the regulations

with a more modern appearance

group as whole that’s important.

demanded it. There is no carry-

without compromising safety.

This cohesion doesn’t happen

over in of componentry from 2016

The numbers we’re looking at

overnight, but the performance

to 2017, so it really has been a

for lap time improvement does

of our growing group of people

‘clean sheet of paper’ approach.

represent a sea-change in terms

has been impressive. Everyone at

of performance. The opportunities

Enstone and Viry is united by a

What detail can you give us

for us as a team are that the

common goal and that is seen and

about the R.S.17?

regulation changes mean going

felt every day. There is, of course,

It’s such a big regulation change

back to basics. Hence there are

a delay from a new starter walking

that everything is new. We

increased opportunities for us to

into their department and the

approached the design as a

take a step forward relative to our

manifestation of their value being

completely fresh concept so

opposition, assuming, of course,

seen on track. The output from an

it’s been a really interesting

we do a good job.

experienced machine operator is

exercise. It’s 200mm wider,

seen more immediately than that

there’s a lot more downforce and

of a graduate trainee designer. For

there are more possibilities to

some roles you won’t feel the real

develop the bodywork with new

benefit for six months, for others
it’s almost instantaneous.

2
0
1
7

2
0
1
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Regulation changes for THIS season mean tyres will be around
25% wider, with rears up from 325mm to 405mm, and fronts up from
245mm to 305mm. Diameter also increaseS very slightly, though
wheel rim DIAMETER remains unchanged at 13 inches.

rémi tafFIn

remi tafFIn

Rémi takes overall responsibility for the Renault power
unit developed at the Viry-Châtillon site. Working closely
with Nick Chester, Chassis Technical Director, Rémi
ensures the team of engineers produce an optimised
unit that works in perfect harmony with the chassis.
Rémi joined Renault Sport in 1999, working across
Renault’s roll call of clients, including British American
Racing, Arrows, Benetton and Renault F1 Team. He has
worked directly with two World Champions, Jenson
Button and Fernando Alonso, engineering the latter to
victory in his two title-winning years.
Rémi stepped up to manage track activities with
the creation of Renault Sport F1 in 2011, taking
responsibility for the on-track engine performance of
Renault Sport F1’s partners. Attending all races and
tests throughout the season, Rémi oversaw customer
support for the Renault-powered teams and was
instrumental in the four world titles secured by Red Bull
Racing in the V8 era.
In 2015 he became Director of Operations, managing
the teams of engineers and technicians in the dynos
and assembly department at Viry and ensuring a
smooth transition to track by overseeing the engineers
integrated to Renault’s partner teams.

Rémi Taffin
Renault Sport Formula One Team
Engine Technical Director

Q&A
What’s the outlook to the 2017

also increase the severity of impact

engines in Barcelona and this is

season?

on the parts, as you’re putting

where we see if the development

This is the first car we’ve built as

them under greater loads. The ICE

work done on the bench equates

one team with the chassis and the

architecture is new compared to

to real world performance and

power unit teams both working

last year and the implementation

reliability. Since everything is new

hand in hand to ensure the chassis

is also a bit different.

this year, engine, fuel and lubricant

can accommodate the power unit

development will progress through

as efficiently as possible. There’s

How much change can be seen in

the season, and we will target our

been a lot of interaction throughout

the resulting R.E.17?

upgrades to our allowed power

the design phase of both elements

If you were able to be part of the

unit replacement schedule through

which wasn’t possible with our

team and look at the naked car and

the season.

previous car. It’s highly beneficial to

could evaluate the architecture,

be working in this manner and we’re

you would be able to see a lot of

Can you outline the changes at

hoping to see this reflected by our

difference between last year’s unit

Viry over the past year?

results on track.

and its installation and this year’s.

The focus has been on getting

The power unit is made to suit

greater efficiency and precision

What have been the power unit

the car, and this is a fundamental

out of the existing resources. This

targets?

difference. The engine and the

has been less about infrastructure

The first area was integrating

chassis fit together, and not like a

but more about processes. It’s

the power unit into the chassis,

puzzle with the R.S.16! The R.S.17

well known that we struggled

we’ve also worked a lot on the

is far more homogeneous.

for the first years with the new

weight, the cooling layout for both

“ The harder you push for performance
the more you encroach on the safety
zone for reliability, so it’s a balance
which has to be juggled. ”

power unit regulations, but we

power unit and also aerodynamic

What are the targets for the

have demonstrably taken a step

performance, and then we have

year?

forward and we know we have the

targeted a further step forward in

Last year we wanted to cut the gap

capability to produce something to

performance. On the power unit

to the best performing power unit

challenge the best on the grid.

side we made a good step last year

on the grid in half whilst becoming

with achieving our targets. We now

the most reliable power unit on

We’ve increased headcount in

need to take another step.

the grid, which is something we

certain areas, re-concentrating

feel we achieved. For 2017 we

the areas of focus to ensure we

What have been the challenges?

want to close the rest of the gap.

have the best people in the correct

We needed to push on every

This is a high target, and the

roles. We wanted to re-energise

element of the design. We wanted

margin performance gains will be

the team with new people and

to save weight on the overall

hard won. The harder you push

add to the harmonization of

package. The MGU, the electrical

for performance the more you

everyone working together, not

motors, the battery; these were

encroach on the safety zone for

just at Viry, but with Enstone too.

all areas of particular attention for

reliability, so it’s a balance which

We have paid particular attention

us. It’s a very demanding process.

has to be juggled. It’s a battle

to materials and our inspections

Weight and integration have

we relish and which energises

and research capability. This is

been core values of our approach

everyone.

something we have expanded and

to the R.E.17. Just like with the

refocused on. This is beneficial

cooling layout, a gain in one area

What’s the development plan

not just in the immediate term,

often comes with accompanying

through the year?

but also longer term and it’s

gains in other areas too. A step

We have the normal cycle: you

an area where the science and

in performance from the ICE was

have to achieve reliability with the

methodology can have crossover

targeted too, and with any gain you

first engines. We test the race-spec

to other departments of Renault.

R.S.17

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

R.S.17

CHASSIS
Moulded carbon fibre and aluminium honeycomb composite
monocoque, manufactured by Renault Sport Formula One Team
and designed for maximum strength with minimum weight.
Renault power unit installed as a fully-stressed member.
FRONT SUSPENSION
Carbon fibre top and bottom wishbones operate an inboard rocker
via a pushrod system. This is connected to torsion bar and damper
units which are mounted inside the front of the monocoque.
Aluminium uprights and OZ machined magnesium wheels.
REAR SUSPENSION
Carbon fibre top and bottom wishbones with pull rod operated torsion
bars and transverse-mounted damper units mounted inside the gearbox
casing. Aluminium uprights and OZ machined magnesium wheels.

TRANSMISSION
Eight-speed semi-automatic titanium gearbox with reverse gear.
“Quickshift” system in operation to maximise speed of gearshifts.
Fuel system
Kevlar-reinforced rubber fuel cell by ATL.
electrical
MES-Microsoft Standard Electronic Control Unit.
BRAKING SYSTEM
Carbon discs and pads. Calipers by Brembo S.p.A.
Master cylinders by AP Racing.
COCKPIT
Removable driver’s seat made of anatomically formed carbon composite,
with six-point harness seat belt. Steering wheel integrates gear change
paddles, clutch paddles, and rear wing adjuster.

R.s.16

R.s.17

2016

2017

1450mm

Front Track

1600mm

1400mm

Rear Track

1550mm

950mm

Overall Height

950mm

1800mm

Overall Width

2000mm

702kg

Overall Weight

722kg

(driver, cameras and ballast)

R.E.17
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

R.E.17

Engine
Displacement

1.6L V6

Number of cylinders

6

Rev limit

15,000rpm

Pressure charging

Single turbocharger, unlimited
boost pressure (typical 5 bar abs)

Fuel flow limit

100kg/h

Permitted Fuel quantity per race

100kg

Configuration

90° V6

Bore

80mm

Stroke

53mm

Crank height

90mm

Number of valves

4 per cylinder, 24

Fuel

Direct fuel injection

Engine recovery system
MGU-K rpm

Max 50,000rpm

MGU-K power

Max 120kW

Energy recovered by MGU-K

Max 2 MJ/lap

Energy released by MGU-K

Max 4 MJ/lap

MGU-H rpm

>100,000rpm

Energy recovered by MGU-H

Unlimited

GENERAL
Weight

Min 145kg

Number of Power Units
permitted per driver in 2017
Total horsepower

4
More than 900hp

THE SCIENCE BIT

remi taffin

Impact of increased G forces on

be lower because of the increased

Architecture changes?

the power unit:

cornering speeds. Bigger braking

Nothing you can see from the

There is an increase in general

force means shorter braking zones

outside is radically different

terms however the increase over a

and different patterns of energy

between the R.E.16 and the R.E.17.

lap is still not the same magnitude

recovery. There is less time to

Inside the way we are running the

as you see between different tracks

harvest the energy, and less energy

MGUs, battery and the cooling is

already. It’s an easy area to factor in

available for harvest as you’re

different…

to the design parameters, merely

braking from a lower top speed to a

an extrapolation of what we had

higher cornering speed. Ultimately,

Pre-chamber ignition?

before.

we will harvest less in the braking

We ran with this in 2016 and will

and use more on the straights. To

continue to utilise this concept in

What’s the impact of the new

counter this we look at the energy

2017.

regulations on energy recovery?

recovery balance between the

The cars will be spending more

Kinetic and the Heat systems.

time on the straights under full
load as the greater downforce

Doing the splits?

means higher power demands

We have no plans to go down

to achieve the same speeds.

the split turbo route. We have

Maximum speeds will be slower

considered this like we consider all

because of the greater downforce

concepts, however we are happy

and drag, but overall lap times will

with the solution we have.

our drivers

#27

NICO HÜLKENBERG

NICO HULKENBURG
Nico Hülkenberg joins Renault Sport Formula One Team
with an impressive racing career ahead of his eye-opening
Formula 1 debut in 2010, with championship titles secured
in Formula BMW, A1GP and the GP2 Series. Nico also
achieved a pole position in his rookie F1 season and won at
Le Mans on his debut, with Porsche in 2015.

Nico Hülkenberg
Race Driver #27

2017

2013

Nico was announced as a Renault Sport Formula One

For 2013 Nico joined Sauber, impressing with third

Team driver for 2017 in October 2016 and he will make

on the grid at the Italian Grand Prix for the Ferrari-

qualifying laps on slick tyres fast enough for his P1

his race debut for the team at the season-opening

powered C32, taking fifth in the same race. His best

position. His fastest qualifying lap was over a second

Australian Grand Prix in Melbourne.

finish of the season was fourth in the Korean Grand Prix

ahead of next quickest, Sebastian Vettel. Nico ended

and he ranked tenth in the standings that year.

the year 14th in the standings.

2011 - 2012

Pre-Formula 1

after the first three races of the 2014 season he sat

With Williams opting for Pastor Maldonado at the

After a successful karting career, Nico’s car racing

in third position in the Drivers’ Championship, behind

squad, Nico moved to Force India in a reserve position

started in German Formula BMW where he dominated

the Mercedes juggernaut of Hamilton and Rosberg. He

for 2011, driving in Friday practice sessions. He was

the 2005 season, following in the footsteps of

finished fifth four times that year, ending the season

promoted to a race seat the following year, qualifying

countryman Sebastian Vettel as champion. 2006 saw

ninth in the standings. 2015 saw Nico finish tenth in

for the season-opening Australian Grand Prix six

a graduation to German Formula Three and a race win,

the Drivers’ Championship. Outside of F1, Nico made

places ahead of team-mate Paul di Resta. In that year’s

but it was the second season of the A1GP series, which

his World Endurance Championship debut, driving for

Belgian Grand Prix he finished a career-best fourth.

started late in 2006 – contested in identical Lola chassis

Porsche. Pairing Nick Tandy and Earl Bamber, Nico

Nico looked set for glory in the season-ending Brazilian

with more than 500 horsepower from their Zytek V8

finished sixth in the Spa 6 Hours then the trio took

Grand Prix, however a safety car period robbed him of

engines – when people really took notice of the rising

victory at Le Mans in what was Nico’s debut at the iconic

a 45-second lead in the race so he was eventually to

star. Driving for A1GP Team Germany, Nico claimed nine

race. In Nico’s final season at Force India, he finished

finish in fifth. He closed the 2012 season in eleventh.

wins from the season’s 22 races, including six in a row.

2014 - 2016
Nico returned to Force India for a three-year spell, and

His emphatic performance secured Germany the crown

ninth in the F1 Drivers’ Championship, assisting Force
India to take fourth in the Constructors’ Championship.

and cemented Nico’s position as the most successful

2010
2010 saw Nico’s Formula 1 debut with Williams, racing
alongside the highly experienced Rubens Barrichello.
In his third race, the Malaysian Grand Prix, he outqualified Rubens and he scored his first Formula 1 point
in the same race. After finishing a season-best of sixth
in the Hungarian Grand Prix, Nico secured pole position
on a difficult damp Interlagos track, with two of his

driver in A1GP history. Two seasons in the F3 Euro Series
from 2007 onwards followed, with third in the standings
and four wins in his first outing, and the championship
title and seven wins in the second. In 2009, Nico became
one of only three drivers to win the GP2 Series in
their first season, following in the footsteps of Lewis
Hamilton and Nico Rosberg. He secured his crown with
five wins and five other podium finishes.

Q&A

KEY DETAILS
Date of Birth

19 August 1987

Place of Birth

Emmerich am Rhein, Germany

Nationality

German

Website

www.nicohulkenberg.net

Twitter
Facebook
Instagram

What attracted you to Renault

Your new team is your fourth

What do you think of the R.S.17?

Sport Formula One Team?

in Formula 1; what benefit can

It looks sexy! When I first saw it in

It’s a new and fantastic

your experience bring to the

the wind tunnel I was impressed.

opportunity for me. Going to a

equation?

manufacturer team is something

I’m bringing everything I’ve got! My

What do you want from the

I’ve always wanted and it’s with

passion, my experience, my hunger

R.S.17?

a team that has been at the top

for success. At the end of the day,

It’s all about having a strong

in the past and is fighting its way

it’s a team effort and everyone

package, as you need a car that

back there. It’s a great opportunity

is important, but ultimately the

is a good all-rounder to perform

for me as I want to be challenging

two drivers have to deliver on the

well across the season. It needs to

for world championships and

track. I know the goals the team

work well on all the different track

victories. Renault returned last

has for the season and I’m taking

types we visit with all the different

year as a manufacturer team and

everything step by step to make

types of tyres. It needs to work

share the same ambitions as me,

the most of the opportunity for us

on all the different corner speeds

so it’s a great opportunity on both

all to achieve good things. I will do

and have strong handling with a

sides.

everything I can to ensure success

good balance so you can work in

happens.

harmony with the car, a having

How has the introduction to the

stable rear end is also particularly

team been?

You’ve said having a new team is

Twitter.com/HulkHulkenberg

It’s early days of course, but so

like having a new girlfriend?

www.facebook.com/
www.facebook.com/NicoHulkenberg.official
NicoHulkenberg.official

far so good! I’ve seen around the

Indeed! We’re both growing

How much tougher physically

factories at Enstone and Viry, I

together and that’s the exciting

do you expect the 2017 car to

have a very good impression of

aspect of this new relationship.

be and what have you done in

both sites and the people working

We’re learning from each other

preparation for this?

there. It’s definitely a good line-

and developing together so this is

I’ve been working out a lot. My

up of people and you can feel

satisfying. My first race weekend

preparations started early with a

www.instagram.com/hulkhulkenberg

crucial. That’s what I’m looking for.

Grands Prix Started

115

the passion to succeed; there’s a

with the team will be a milestone,

training camp in December and

good vibe with highly motivated

and there’s a lot to learn. It’s

this continued through January

Pole Positions

1

individuals. There’s a lot of change

new people, different structures,

and February. Lap times are going

Podiums

0

occurring at the Enstone site and

different operations. For sure there

down and downforce is up so

this illustrates the scope of the

will be a steep learning curve

I’m training very hard to be fully

Wins

0

expansion. It’s great and it’s very

at the first couple of races. It’s a

prepared for this when I get out on

encouraging to be part of this.

challenging time to change as

track.

the impact of the rule changes is

“ Lap times are going down and
downforce is up so I’m training very
hard to be fully prepared for this
when I get out on track. ”

How are you approaching the

a bit of an unknown, so there’s a

What are your personal targets

long term project?

learning process there for all too.

and objectives for 2017?

I’m very happy to be part of it.

There’s also great potential for

I haven’t set a number. I know

There’s a lot of work ahead and

us with these rule changes and I

the team’s targets and I will do

we’re both looking for a positive

hope this helps us to take a step

everything I can to help them

long term relationship. For sure

forward in competitiveness. It’s

achieve this. Obviously, I want to

2017 comes after a build-up

really difficult to judge where we

achieve the best result possible at

year in 2016 where there was

could be ahead of the season start.

every Grand Prix.

improvement and crucially growth

Everything I’ve seen so far has

in many areas for the future. The

been very positive; I’ve had some

Are you looking forward to

target is to move forward in the

great dates so far!

working with Jolyon?

midfield over the season ahead

I think we will have a good

and be in shape to take another

relationship. I don’t know him very

step forward in 2018. I am inspired

well yet, but that’s certainly going

with being part of this and adding

to change over the next months!

my share to push us all to better

I’m sure we’ll work positively in

performances.

the interests of the team and to
push each other hard. I’m looking
forward to it.

jolyon palmer

jolyon palmer

INTRODUCTION

Jolyon Palmer comes into 2017 after a successful
rookie year in Formula 1 where he showed strong
performance over the course of the season to be
retained with the squad. A strong work ethic allied to
a robust approach to his racing means Jolyon certainly
should be one to watch as he harnesses the extra
performance of the R.S.17.

#30

Jolyon Palmer
Race Driver #30

Jolyon enters his third year at Enstone in 2017. Last year
he made his Grand Prix debut as a race driver in Renault

Q&A

Sport Formula One Team’s inaugural season, following
Third Driver duties in 2015 for the previous Enstone
iteration of Lotus F1 Team.

Tell us about the

a little more focus on upper body

such a major factor for a fast lap

2017-specification Jolyon

strength, whereas last year was

time so it’s going to make a big

Prior to Formula 1, Jolyon won the 2014 GP2 Series title

Palmer…

all about leaning down as much

difference. The wider tyres are

on the back of a record-breaking season, becoming the

Well from the outside I look pretty

as I could. This means I have been

going to be interesting too.

first British driver to win the F1 feeder series since Lewis

similar; I’m not any wider and

working a lot on my neck and core,

Hamilton in 2006. Driving for the successful French team

I don’t have more downforce. I

and general overall strengthening.

DAMS, the now 26-year-old set a new record for the

learnt a huge amount in 2016.

greatest number of points scored in a season with 256

This time last year I’d never

Have you enjoyed having to eat

past 12 months?

points. He qualified on the front row seven times, won

contested a Grand Prix, I didn’t

more?

When Renault took over, the

four races (at Bahrain, Monaco, Monza and Sochi) and

know what to expect and

It’s been bliss! After years of

factory was a pretty quiet place,

secured an additional eight podium placings to win the

everything was new on so many

watching my weight so closely I

but now it’s full of activity, both

championship with three races to spare.

levels. Twelve months on, I have

finally get to put a little bit on for

inside and out. There a huge buzz

20 Grands Prix under my belt,

racing so the eating aspect has

around the factory and now the

Prior to GP2, Jolyon enjoyed an outstanding season in

which means a decent amount

been great as I can actually up

infrastructure is getting up to

the 2010 FIA Formula 2 Championship where he finished

of experience, I know the team

the calories! Obviously, I’m still a

speed with where it needs to be

runner-up after dominating the first half of the campaign.

really well and Renault as a

very careful eater – it’s in my DNA

to challenge for championships in

He pushed eventual champion Dean Stoneman all the

manufacturer so I start my year far

now – but you do need a bit more

the future and that’s great to see.

way until the final round of the season, scoring five wins,

ahead of where I began in 2016.

fuel if you’re going to put on some

You really notice how many more

ten podiums and five pole positions.

I know what to expect from the

muscle.

people there are – even if that

development of Enstone over the

season ahead and I’m confident

means I struggle to get a parking

I can hit the ground running. I

What are your expectations for

space when I come to the factory!

should be better in every way.

when you do get behind the

It’s definitely an exciting time to

wheel of the R.S.17?

be in the team.

What are your thoughts on the

Everything from the simulations

season ahead?

has been positive. It’s much

How have you adapted to being

It’s super exciting. There are so

quicker – which is always fun –

part of Renault?

many unknowns that I think it’s

and then the new regs mean the

I love being part of a large

exciting for all drivers across

pecking order can be mixed up as

multinational manufacturer. We

the grid, but for us with our first

well; there’s a lot to look forward

have everything in place to be

proper designed and conceived

to. After a tough season in 2016

fighting for championships in

race car it’s going to be very

I think there’s a strong chance for

the future and when you meet

interesting. I think this generation

us to make a good step forward.

the different markets in different

of car will be fun to drive. They

KEY DETAILS
Date of Birth

20 January 1991

Place of Birth

Horsham, UK

Nationality

British

Website

www.jolyonpalmer.com

Twitter

www.twitter.com/JolyonPalmer

Facebook

www.facebook.com/jolyonpalmer

Instagram

www.instagram/jolyon_palmer

Grands Prix Started

20

Pole Position

0

Podiums

0

Wins

0

What have you seen in the

countries you realise that the

appear very different and I’m

What in particular appeals about

hunger for this is throughout

looking forward to hearing the

the new regulations?

the organisation. It’s an honour

reactions of the fans. The R.S.17

I’m really excited by the new aero

to be part of this. We are just

looks really racy and I can’t wait to

and the extra downforce we’ll get.

a small aspect of Renault as a

taste it on track for the first time.

The cars could look pretty distinct

whole but we have the resources

– certainly initially, when we see

behind us to be fighting for the

What have you done in

what every team has created and

championship and having such

preparation for the demands of

before everyone gets the chance

a big global impact with what

the new cars?

to look at everyone else’s cars.

we do. I’m obviously part of the

I had to put on some muscle from

There’s a lot more freedom for the

Formula 1 team, but I also feel like

where I was last year, and this

designers so it’ll be great to see

I’m part of a very big worldwide

means a little bit more weight and

what they’ve done. Downforce is

family.

“ I know what to expect from the season ahead
and I’m confident I can hit the ground running.
I should be better in every way. ”

2017

2011-2014

2009-2010

FORMULA 1

GP2 SERIES

FIA FORMULA 2 CHAMPIONSHIP

Jolyon heads into his second season with Renault Sport

Champion with four wins, eight podiums and a series

Jolyon took a best finish of sixth in his first year, and

Formula One Team.

record of 256 points and 19 consecutive points finishes

began his second year with victory at Silverstone as

in 2014 to round off his GP2 season in style. The Brit

he became the first British F2 winner since his father

had made his GP2 entrance back in 2011, scoring a

Jonathan at Mugello in 1983. He continued to impress

top-ten finish on his debut at Abu Dhabi and continued

and had the championship lead by the third round at

to score highly in his first year. The following year

Monza before eventually slipping to second behind

saw the Brit partner current Sauber driver Marcus

Dean Stoneman.

2016
FORMULA 1
First F1 season as race driver for Renault Sport Formula
One Team. First point scored in the Malaysian Grand
Prix.

Ericsson at the iSport International team. Electrical
issues blighted his early season although a change of
chassis fired Jolyon up to a point-scoring sixth place in

2015

Monaco before winning the following sprint race, also

FORMULA 1

in the principality. 2013 proved a good precursor to his

Jolyon began his Formula 1 career with Lotus F1

championship-winning season, grabbing the feature

Team, undergoing extensive free practice work

race victory in Hungary, dominating in Singapore and

alongside other Third Driver duties such as a simulator

finishing seventh overall in the standings.

2007- 2008
FORMULA PALMER AUDI
Jolyon finished 12th on his debut at Silverstone before
improving to take wins at Brands Hatch and Oulton
Park. A quad bike injury stopped him finishing his first
season but he recovered to challenge for the title in
2008, eventually finishing third after winning at Spa

programme.

and taking 11 podium finishes.

sergey sirotkin

sergey sirotkin

Sergey Sirotkin continues his association with Renault
Sport Formula One Team in 2017 by graduating to the
role of Third and Reserve Driver. After a successful stint
as Test Driver in 2016, combined with another strong
GP2 Series season which saw the Russian claim third in
the Drivers’ Championship, Sergey now becomes a fulltime member of Renault Sport’s F1 squad, attending all
Grands Prix.

#46

Sergey Sirotkin
Third and Reserve Driver #46
2010-2012

2017

Third and Reserve Driver for Renault Sport Formula

seasons. 2016 also saw the Russian join Renault Sport

Having graduated from karting in 2010 to race in

One Team.

Formula One Team as Test Driver, taking part in Free

Formula Abarth for two years, claiming one title and

Practice sessions at both the Russian and the Brazilian

a runner-up spot, Sergey covered the Auto GP World

Grands Prix and at the Silverstone Test in July.

Series in 2012 finishing third place overall. The Russian

2015-2016
2015 marked another step up towards the top of singleseater racing for Sergey with the first of two seasons

also spent that year racing in Formula 3, securing fifth
in both the European and Italian Championships.

2013-2014

in the GP2 Series. Collecting 13 podiums in two years,

Sergey graduated to the Formula Renault 3.5 Series

including three race wins along the way, Sirotkin

for two full seasons in 2013 and 2014, finishing in the

finished third in the Drivers’ Championship for both

top ten on his first year and improving to fifth in the
final Drivers’ Standings in his second. He claimed a pole
position and win for his home race at Moscow Raceway.
That same year saw the young Sirotkin linked to the
Sauber Formula One team as Test Driver, with outings
earning him his Superlicence.

Q&A
How does it feel to be continuing

What do you think of the R.S.17?

Is there a lot you can learn from

with the team?

I think the car looks good from the

Jolyon and Nico?

Obviously it feels great! We had

outside, but the view I want to see

It doesn’t matter if it’s from Nico

a very good experience working

is the one sat in the cockpit with

and Jolyon or from any situation,

together last year and having

the steering wheel in my hand, the

there is always a lot to learn in this

this as a base we will make a step

engine running and a race track in

life, and if I spend a day not getting

forward with a new role in 2017.

front of me.

better in some way, it’s a lost day. I
will never change this approach to

KEY DETAILS

What do you want to achieve as

How hard will you be pushing for

everything I do. Of course, I expect

Third and Reserve Driver?

Friday sessions in the car?

to learn something from both of

I don’t think anyone would be

I will be pushing hard and FP1

the race drivers and all of the team

surprised if I said that my main

sessions will be part of my

as well.

target for the 2018 season is to

programme. I know these sessions

Date of Birth

27 August 1995

have a seat as a Formula 1 race

are an important element of race

How much work have you been

driver and that’s what I’m working

preparation for the team, so my

doing to strengthen your neck?

Place of Birth

Moscow, Russia

towards. I’m here to learn and be

duty in these is to fulfil all their

I don’t like to say how often I am

Nationality

Russian

an asset to the team as well as

targets, rather than just trying to

training, but I tell you it is a lot of

show that I am worthy of further

set the faster time I can at any

work and not only on my neck!

Website

www.sirotkinsergey.com

opportunities.

given moment. It’s good to have

Twitter

www.twitter.com/sirotkin_sergey

What did you learn in 2016?

Facebook
Instagram
VK

I learnt to keep calm, focused and

www.facebook.com/
www.facebook.com/Sergey-Sirotkin-1222219851147138
positive regardless of whether it’s
Sergey-Sirotkin-1222219851147138
www.instagram.com/
www.instagram.com/sergeysirotkin_official
sergeysirotkin_official
www.vk.com/sergey_sirotkin

0

Pole Positions

0

Podiums

0

Wins

0

“ I know what the team wants from
me, I know what I am capable of
and I am ready to deliver it correctly
and to the best of my ability. ”

What’s your approach to the

what the team requires.

season ahead?
I know what the team wants from
me, I know what I am capable

a good or very difficult moment.

of and I am ready to deliver it

I think this is very important to

correctly and to the best of my

how you approach racing and your

ability.

development. 2016 was a year to
build a strong human and technical
base, so 2017 will be a year to use,

Grands Prix Started

this discipline to deliver exactly

improve and work with this base.

Renault SPORT
ACADEMy

Press Kit 2017

Renault SPORT
ACADEMy

Mia Sharziman
Director, Renault Sport Academy

The Renault Sport Academy was launched by Renault Sport
Racing and Renault Sport Formula One Team in February 2016,
tasked with continuing Renault’s rich heritage of developing
young driver talent, with the aspiration of finding future
Renault Sport Formula One World Champions.
The Renault Sport Academy harnesses Renault Sport
Racing’s various platforms and global motorsport
structures in its quest to nurture new talent, involving
the local Renault markets in seeking new drivers from
their regions.

Q&A

For the second year of its existence, the Academy

What are the objectives of the

How successful was the

retains two drivers from the 2016 intake, Jack Aitken

Renault Sport Academy?

programme in 2016?

and Sun Yue Yang. They are joined by two new enrolees

The objective is always to identify

I’m happy that our drivers in 2016

for 2017, Max Fewtrell and Jarno Opmeer.

a driver who will eventually drive

were able to take on board and

our F1 car. We had four drivers

respond to the level of training we

All four drivers will be supported by Renault Sport

in the original line-up for 2016

provided, we saw certain elements

Racing in their 2017 racing campaigns with Aitken

and one of these – Jack Aitken

worked better than others, so we

continuing in the GP3 Series whilst the trio of Yue Yang,

– demonstrated that he has the

have made refinements for 2017.

Fewtrell and Opmeer will contest the Formula Renault

potential to go all the way, so he

2.0 Eurocup.

continues this season.

What are the changes to the
programme for 2017?

The Renault Sport Academy is designed to nurture a

What’s the approach of the

It’s more focused to the on-

driver within the Renault Sport Racing environment.

Academy?

track motorsport requirements,

An immersion programme in Paris educates the

We want to implement a

whilst retaining the theoretical

Academy members in Renault Sport Racing’s core values

programme which takes elements

and fitness aspects, so it’s more

and heritage. A thorough fitness schedule includes

from the historic and successful

comprehensive than before.

evaluations at Renault Sport Formula One Team’s base

Renault driver development

There’s an increased simulator

at Enstone throughout the year in addition to pre-season

programmes, and build something

programme with partners, more

and mid-season fitness camps. There is an internship at

relevant to today’s exacting

mental coaching and mind training

Enstone to understand how the Renault Sport Formula

requirements. We looked at our

as this is becoming more to the

One Team operates. The programme is managed by Mia

heritage and we looked at other

fore with training drivers for the

Sharizman who has extensive motorsport experience

programmes to create our own

modern era.

including Formula 1, GP2 and GP3.

system.

Renault has an impressive record of finding the F1

“ The RSA drivers will also attend F1 test
sessions and debriefing meetings as part of
their preparations to be ready for all aspects of
a Grand Prix weekend. ”

stars of the future, with the likes of Robert Kubica,
Lucas di Grassi, Pastor Maldonado, Heikki Kovalainen,
Jérôme d’Ambrosio and Romain Grosjean being
nurtured through previous Renault driver development
programmes.

The Renault Sport Academy enables us to have a link to the exciting
new talent which is being developed through the Renault Sport
Racing structure. We will pay close attention to Jack, Max, Jarno and
Sun over the course of their seasons, both on track and through their
regular visits to Enstone. Their knowledge and experience of the inner
workings of a Formula 1 team will grow enormously over the course of
the year and they will be treated as part of the family.
As the RSA drivers get closer to Formula 1 in their training, we will see
them in action in our F1 simulator and through our permitted private
F1 car test programme. Both activities not only enable the drivers to
Alan Permane
Sporting Director
Renault Sport Formula One Team

gain new skills, they also enable our engineers to directly assess them
in representative environments. The RSA drivers will also attend F1
test sessions and debriefing meetings as part of their preparations to
be ready for all aspects of a Grand Prix weekend. The RSA is a valuable
resource for us as a team with a long-term development path and also
for the drivers for whom the potential rewards are enormous.

academy drivers

JACK AITKEN

jack aitken

INTRODUCTION
KEY DETAILS
Age		

21

Nationality

British/Korean

2016 season

5th GP3 Series with Arden
International with partial race
program in Euroformula Open,
Spanish Formula Three and
Formula V8 3.5 Series

Wins

4

Podiums

11

2017 season

GP3 Series, ART

Previous Championships

2016: 5th GP3 Series, 8th
Euroformula Open, 7th Spanish
Formula Three, 15th Formula V8
3.5 Series
2015: 1st Formula Renault
2.0 Alps, 1st Eurocup Formula
Renault 2.0, 1st Pro Mazda
Winterfest
2014: 7th Eurocup Formula
Renault 2.0

Jack finished his debut in the GP3 Series

as Jack’s best memory from 2016, as a P1

in fifth position after a sublime second-

in Race 2 at the prestigious circuit gave

half of the season saw him propel

him his sole race win of the season.

up the standings from 10th after the
Hockenheim round. The 21-year-old had

Success has come quickly for Aitken, he

shown pace in the first half of the season;

was a runner-up in the Formula Renault

however, the results did not come until a

2.0 NEC in 2013 before a campaign in

P2 in the second race at Hockenheim kick-

Eurocup Formula Renault 2.0 preceded

started his rise up the leaderboard.

his 2015 triple title year. Indeed, the
London-born British Korean ended his

Jack hit a rich vein of form and amassed

2015 campaign with the Eurocup Formula

2013: 2nd Formula Renault 2.0
NEC

108 points from those final five races that

Renault 2.0, the Pro Mazda Winterfest

was capped off by a double podium finish

and the Formula Renault 2.0 Alps

in the last round in Abu Dhabi. Round 6 at

championship titles. He is also one of the

2012: 3rd Dunlop InterSteps
Championship, 2nd Formula
Renault BARC Winter Series

Spa-Francorchamps will undoubtedly sit

few UK nationals to hold a Karate Black
Belt Second Dan.

Q&A

MIA SAYS

How does it feel to be continuing

What advice can you give to your

Jack joined the Academy last year as the

with the Academy in 2017?

new colleagues in the Academy?

Formula Renault 2.0 and Alps champion.

It’s amazing, a dream continued.

Go fast, don’t crash!

In arguably the strongest season of GP3
competition, Jack finished fifth with a win

It’s no secret Renault Sport has
high standards, so I’m glad to

What do you hope to achieve

and six podiums from the final seven rounds

have met these and intend to keep

over the course of the season?

of 2016. He showed the right talent and

doing so.

The first championship title for the

aptitude to develop for the future. He has great

Academy, it’s definitely within our

racecraft and qualifying pace. We believe he

How did you develop as a driver in

reach and I’ll be pushing all the

is on a positive trajectory to mount a title

2016 and what are you targeting

way to achieve it!

challenge in his second year of GP3. He will

for improvement in 2017?

be racing with the championship winning

I had to adapt my driving style to

team from 2016, ART, which will put him in a

GP3, which was a big challenge.

strong position to fight for the title. That’s his

This year I’ll be looking to refine

objective and target.

it and in particular improve my
qualifying further.

Max Fewtrell

max fewtrell

INTRODUCTION
KEY DETAILS
Age

17

Nationality

British

2016 season

Winner MSA Formula

Wins

3

Podiums

14

2017 season

Formula Renault Eurocup, Tech 1

Previous Championships

FIA MSA British F4 Champion
2015: 11th MRF Challenge
Formula 2000

Having graduated from a successful karting career in 2015, Max kicked
off his single-seater apprenticeship with a season in the MRF Challenge,
finishing eleventh. The FIA British Formula 4 Championship beckoned a
year later, as did the title, secured in the final race at Brands Hatch.

MIA SAYS
Max is the current British Formula 4 champion,
winning his title in his rookie season despite
being the youngest driver in the championship.
He’s been karting since he was nine years
old, and was a standout candidate in British

Q&A

F4, which is the most competitive of the FIA
Formula 4 championships. For the past three

How does it feel to join the

How much of a challenge do you

years we’ve seen that the winners of F4

Academy?

think it will be learning so many

have proven to be of a level strong enough to

It’s a really exciting opportunity

new tracks?

develop. We’re happy that Max has joined us,

for me but I feel ready for the

It’s never going to be easy but I

and he will be contesting the Formula Renault

challenges ahead! I can’t wait for

think I’ve got the right team around

2.0 Eurocup with Tech1. We believe that the

the new season to start especially

me at and away from the track to

team has the capabilities to support and

with help from so many great

be able to get the circuits learnt

develop Max to be a title contender this season.

people at Renault Sport Racing.

quickly and maximise the most of
them in a short period of time.

What do you hope to achieve from
your season ahead?

What do you think of the Enstone

Obviously I would love to take the

facility and Renault Sport Racing?

title, but I know there are many

It’s got everything I need to help

great drivers doing the series this

improve myself as a driver all in one

year, with some in their second year

place from the technical resources

so it will be quite a challenge! I’m

to the people I can’t wait to really

still going to work as hard as I can

take advantage of what’s there for

to put myself in the best position

me!

possible for the season.

Jarno Opmeer

Jarno Opmeer

INTRODUCTION
KEY DETAILS
Age

16

Nationality

Dutch

2016 season

2nd SMP F4 Championship
6th F4 Spanish Championship

Wins

7

Podiums

18

2017 season

Formula Renault Eurocup,
MP Motorsport

Previous Championships

2016: 2nd SMP F4 Championship,
6th F4 Spanish Championship

2016 marked Jarno’s first year in single-seater racing and the 16-yearold most definitely kept himself busy, combining a full season in the SMP
Formula 4 Championship along with six races in the Spanish Formula
4 Championship. The Dutchman claimed the runner-up spot in SMP F4
while finishing a pleasing 6th in the Spanish edition.

MIA SAYS
We’ve been observing Jarno since midway
through last year. It was clear that he was
very impressive relative to the other drivers in
the Formula 4 North European Championship
where he finished second. We believe he will
be an asset to the Academy. He will race in

Q&A

the Formula Renault 2.0 Eurocup with MP

How does it feel to join the Academy?

champions have raced them. It feels

I am really happy to join the Renault

really special and all of these tracks look

Sport Academy, especially because

really cool; I can’t wait to drive on them!

Motorsport. Lining-up alongside Max gives us a
great evaluation tool for both drivers.

Renault has so much history in racing.
It is a great opportunity for myself to

What are your initial thoughts of the

develop and to gain as much experience

Enstone facility and Renault Sport

as possible and I’ll be pushing hard all

Racing?

year.

My first few weeks have seen quite big
differences in the facility because of the

What do you hope to achieve from

expansion so it’s a really exciting time

your season ahead?

to be involved! I am excited to see the

Just to win every race possible!

results. Renault Sport Racing is doing a
mega job in racing with Formula 1, but

How much of a challenge do you

also with Formula Renault and even

think it will be learning so many new

the Clio Cup, so it’s a real privilege to be

circuits?

part of this family through the Academy.

I am really excited to drive on these
tracks because so many world

Sun Yue Yang

Sun Yue Yang

Photo SMP F4 NEZ Championship

INTRODUCTION
KEY DETAILS
Age

16

Nationality

Chinese

2017 season

Formula Renault Eurocup,
JD Motorsport

Previous Championships

2016: World Series Karting
Champions Cup

One of China’s rising karting stars, Sun Yue Yang completed his final season in
karting with stints in the World Series Karting Champions Cup while preparing for
the transition to single-seaters. Among several European-based tests using Formula
Renault 2.0 machinery, Sun also used his year to undergo an intensive development
programme at the team’s Enstone base.

MIA SAYS

Q&A
What do you hope to achieve

to fight for the championship in

adapt myself for this high level of

Sun completed an extensive testing programme

from your season ahead?

the following season. I still have

competition. I didn’t have to think

last year, and will compete in the Formula

Definitely the season ahead is a

to fight for the top ten this year,

about too many things when I

Renault 2.0 Eurocup with JD Motorsport in

big challenge for me. Unlike many

so it’s a big step up. The Academy

drove karts. Single-seater racing

2017. He is on a two-year programme in

drivers who contest Formula

has helped me a lot in my

is a much more complex system.

Formula Renault, as he has no previous car

4, I will go straight to Formula

preparations so far, with fitness

The driver must stay focused all

racing experience - unlike Max and Jarno – just

Renault 2.0, where I will compete

training and how to make the best

the time and bring more discipline

karting to date. Being in the same series as

with other drivers who have two

mental and physical preparation.

through working with a bigger

well as the same programme as two fellow

years F4 or other single-seater

I’m looking forward to the first

team. It was a big step up at first,

Academy members will be beneficial for Sun.

experience. I know that single-

race now!

but I have adapted thanks to the

seater is different from karting

great help and training system of

and you can’t approach the top

How big a step-up is it changing

the Academy. I really appreciate

level in a very short time. The

from karts to cars?

the support of this professional

first season for me is to improve

I realised that single-seaters are

education and this helps me to

myself to catch the top drivers’

a big step up from karting and

build confidence to fight for the

pace and gain enough experience

I have to work much harder to

best results in the year ahead.

INFINITI

Renault Sport Formula One Team
within the Renault-Nissan Alliance

Official Premium Partner

Premium car manufacturer INFINITI has been a technical
partner of the Renault Sport Formula One Team since the
beginning of the 2016 season, when the brand’s successful
involvement in Formula One entered a new phase.

As part of the Renault-Nissan

Energy Recovery System (ERS)

Alliance and after five years of top

co-development

sponsorship with Red Bull Racing,

The Energy Recovery System

the establishment of the Renault

underpinning the Renault Sport

Sport Formula One Team provided

Formula One Team Power Unit

INFINITI with the opportunity to

is developed by INFINITI in

evolve its involvement in Formula

conjunction with Renault Sport

One and become an active

Racing.

Whilst INFINITI’s expertise in performance hybrid is being
leveraged by Renault Sport Formula One Team; this collaboration
will also benefit INFINITI to drive further performance from its
hybrid powertrains for road cars.

participant in the sport.
A team of hybrid specialists from
INFINITI’s technical partnership

the INFINITI Technical Centre in

with Renault Sport Formula One

Atsugi (Japan) have moved to

Team is based around two major

the Renault Sport Formula One

projects: the co-development

powertrain R&D facilities in Viry-

of the second generation of

Châtillon (France) to co-develop

the team’s Power Unit’s Energy

the Power Unit’s Energy Recovery

Recovery System (in use from the

System, which incorporates two

The INFINITI Engineering Academy is INFINITI’s global search for the

2017 season), and the INFINITI

motor generator units (the MGU-H

best young engineers in the world to work across automotive and

Engineering Academy, a global

and MGU-K) and a battery.

Formula One, on a 12-month unique training placement.

engineering students to be placed

INFINITI’s reputation for

2017 will be the fourth successive year of this highly successful recruitment

both at INFINITI and Renault

performance hybrid vehicles is

program, which provides a money-can’t-buy, life changing career

Sport Formula One for a crossover

built on its acclaimed 3.5-litre

opportunity for seven world-class students - one from each of the seven

working project.

hybrid engine. The Q70 sedan,

participating regions (USA, Canada, Mexico, Europe incl. Russia, United

equipped with this engine, has

Arab Emirates, China and Asia & Oceania). The seven winners will benefit

been recognized by the Guinness

from a full spectrum of engineering experiences in automotive and Formula

Book of World Records as the

One, learning from leading engineers both at INFINITI Motor Company and

fastest accelerating full hybrid car.

the Renault Sport Formula One Team, thanks to the technical partnership

The same hybrid system is also

and strong collaboration between the two companies. A key pillar of the

offered on the Q50 sports sedan.

INFINITI Engineering Academy is exploring crossover opportunities and the

INFINITI Engineering Academy

recruitment program for young

CASTROL

sharing of technology between INFINITI road car and Renault Sport Formula
Whilst INFINITI’s expertise in

One Team race car projects. With this added depth of knowledge transfer

performance hybrid is being

and the enhanced scope for collaboration that the Renault-Nissan Alliance

leveraged by Renault Sport

brings, the Academy provides an unmatched range of experiences and

Formula One Team; this

opportunities to the seven winners.

collaboration will also benefit
INFINITI to drive further

For more information on the INFINITI Engineering Academy or to register to

performance from its hybrid

be a part of the class of 2017, please visit academy.infiniti.com.

powertrains for road cars.
For more information, images and videos on INFINITI’s involvement in
Formula One, please visit: infiniti-gp.com.

Renault Sport Formula One Team
partners with BP and Castrol

Official Premium Partner

Getting the right fuels and lubricants can play a critical role
in the success of Formula 1 cars and this year Renault Sport
Formula One Team has made the bold step to change its
supplier, as BP and Castrol make a welcome return to the sport
as a technical partner and sponsor after a 12-year absence.
The move supports Renault’s

Castrol technologies in the Renault

provide innovative solutions has

ambition to fight for the World

Sport Formula 1 engines. It has

been critical to that success. We

Championship in the next five

been a fast learning curve and our

are confident that this experience,

years with the team is targeting a

fuels and lubricants are already

combined with our pioneering

big improvement in competiveness

showing great promise, with much

technology will give us the chance

during the 2017 season.

more to come.”

to showcase the performance of
our market-leading products to

The new season sees the

Formula 1 is the pinnacle of

combination of new aerodynamic

engine development, and this

regulations, the removal of the

feeds the development of more

token system for power units

efficient production engines.

and restrictions on fuel blends,

The knowledge and technology

which means that how each team

developed to deliver more power

exploits the fuels and lubricants

in a Formula 1 engine will be

technology available to them will

transferred into our ongoing

make an even greater difference to

fuels and lubricants product

the overall performance of the car.

development programs for cars

Formula 1’s global fan base.”

THE MOVE SUPPORTS RENAULT’S AMBITION TO
FIGHT FOR THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS AND THE TEAM ARE TARGETING A BIG
IMPROVEMENT IN COMPETIVENESS IN THE 2017 SEASON.

and trucks. BP Ultimate and
Dave Hall, Castrol Vice President

Castrol EDGE are the sponsorship

The last time Castrol and Renault

OEM Technology, commented: “To

brands.

worked together in Formula 1 was

be ready for the upcoming season

during the 1997 season when

our scientists have been working

VP of Global Marketing, Castrol,

Castrol sponsored Williams Renault

with the team at Renault Sport

Ramchander AS, added: “We are

during their championship year.

Formula One Team to explore the

delighted to support the Renault

Jacques Villeneuve and Heinz-

potential for the latest BP and

Sport Formula One Team in their

Harald Frentzen drove for Williams

desire to be the best team in

Renault, with the Canadian

Formula 1. At Castrol, we have a

claiming the Drivers’ Championship

proud motorsport heritage and

by three points at the final race

understanding the needs of our

of the season, ahead of Michael

partners and working together to

Schumacher in his Ferrari.
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Athletic Propulsion Labs® (APL) is
globally recognised as a world leader in
Men’s and Women’s athletic footwear
and apparel.

The story of Bell & Ross began at the
end of the 20th century.

Rooted in technology and innovation, APL has been at the forefront of

of an airplane: a circle within a square. Bell & Ross is an international

performance footwear since the introduction of the Concept 1 basketball shoe

brand that is a known and recognised throughout the world and present

featuring groundbreaking Load N’ Launch® technology, designed to instantly

in over 75 countries, through a selected network of 800 retailers and 13

increase vertical leap. As a result, the Concept 1 became the first shoe banned by

exclusive boutiques. In 2016 it pursued its international development by

the NBA for performance reasons by “providing an undue competitive advantage”

reclaiming control of direct distribution in the Asian and Middle Eastern

to the wearer.

markets, thus creating six new subsidiaries.

With a dual Franco-Swiss culture, the watchmaking brand has become
a benchmark in the world of professional aviation watches. It defied all
codes by designing an icon, the BR 01, inspired by the clocks in the cockpit

In more recent years APL has expanded into the running market with similarly
innovative technologies designed to increase athletic performance. The line has
continued to evolve, highlighted by its eye-catching colourways and stunning
designs, seamlessly blending the fashion and performance categories.
Co-founders Adam and Ryan Goldston are recognized as accomplished inventors
with numerous U.S. and foreign patents. The brothers have been honoured

Most recently, Adam and Ryan were inducted into the CFDA (Council of Fashion

BP is one the world’s leading integrated
oil and gas companies based on market
capitalization, proved reserves and
production.

Designers of America) which recognizes the top fashion designers in America

Through its work BP provides customers with fuel for transportation, energy for

and are the only two ever inducted from an athletic company. In addition, Adam

heat and light, lubricants to keep engines moving and the petrochemicals products

and Ryan were selected for the Forbes 30 Under 30 class of 2016 in the Retail &

used to make everyday items as diverse as paints, clothes and packaging.

at the White House as part of the Empact 100 which recognizes the Top 100
Entrepreneurs in the U.S. age 35 and under. APL was also recently named “One
of the Five Best New Sportswear Brands in the World” by ISPO, the international
sporting goods organization in addition to being named on the 2015 Game
Changers List by Men’s Fitness.

Ecommerce category. This list recognises America’s top young entrepreneurs and
game changers representing the country’s future and present leaders.

BP believes a mix of fuels technologies is needed to meet growing energy demand,
improve efficiency and support the transition to a lower-carbon economy. These
are the reasons why BP’s portfolio includes oil, gas and renewables.
BP’s projects and operations help to generate employment, investment and tax
revenues in countries and communities across the world. BP has well-established
operations in Europe, North and South America, Australasia, Asia and Africa and
employ around 80,000 people.

Castrol, one of the world’s leading
lubricant brands, has a proud heritage
of innovation and fuelling the dreams of
pioneers.
Castrol’s passion for performance, combined with a philosophy of working in
partnership, has enabled Castrol to develop lubricants and greases that have been
at the heart of numerous technological feats on land, air, sea and space for over
100 years.

Eurodatacar, leader in the field of antitheft marking, protects the vehicles of
more than three million vehicle owners.
Eurodatacar provides its services through manufacturer dealerships. The

Castrol is part of the BP group and serves customers and consumers in the

identification number marked on the vehicle’s windows cannot be erased. This

automotive, marine, industrial and energy sectors. Castrol’s branded products are

makes the sale of stolen vehicles and the falsification of their papers very costly

recognized globally for innovation and high performance through our commitment

and risky for resellers. To facilitate the identification of vehicles by the services

to premium quality and cutting-edge technology. To find out more about Castrol

allowed to do so (insurance companies, customs, police), Eurodatacar keeps each

please visit www.castrol.com.

vehicle on its files for six years. Vehicle owners registered at Eurodatacar benefit
from technical and financial assistance if their vehicle is stolen.

Genii Capital is a Luxembourg based
corporate and financial advisory firm.
It currently holds a minority stake in the Renault Sport Formula One Team, having
previously owned and controlled the team between 2010-2015. During this time
the team achieved some exceptional results, beating Mercedes and McLaren in the
2012 and 2013 seasons respectively; earning the reputation of the leading nonbacked OEM team.
Today, Genii Capital can still rely on its relationship with the team to interact with
market leaders, opinion leaders, high net worth individuals, key global corporate
finance players and global players in the Formula 1 community. Utilising this

INFINITI Motor Company Ltd. is
headquartered in Hong Kong with sales
operations in over 50 countries.
The INFINITI brand was launched in 1989. Its range of premium automobiles is
currently built in manufacturing facilities in Japan, the United States, United Kingdom
and China. INFINITI plans to also expand manufacturing into Mexico by 2017.

dynamic business environment, Genii Capital continues to support the team whilst

INFINITI design studios are located in Atsugi-Shi near Yokohama, London, San

initiating positive dialogue with the appropriate counterparties in support of

Diego and Beijing.

Genii’s core competencies and involvement across: technology; automotive; energy

INFINITI is in the middle of a major product offensive. The brand has been widely

and real-estate sectors.

acclaimed for its daring design and innovative driver-assistance technologies.
From the 2016 season, INFINITI is a technical partner of the Renault Sport
Formula One team, contributing its expertise in hybrid performance.
More information about INFINITI and its industry leading technologies can be
found at www.infiniti.com. You can also follow INFINITI on Instagram, Facebook,
LinkedIn and see INFINITI latest videos on YouTube.

MAPFRE is a global insurer present on
the five continents.
The company does business in over 100 countries, and employs more than
37,000 people worldwide. It is the benchmark insurer in the Spanish market, has
operations in practically every country in Latin America – where it is the leading
multinational insurer – and is one of the 10 largest European insurance groups in
terms of premium volume.
More than 37 million clients place their trust in MAPFRE, which in 2016 generated
net earnings of more than 775 million euros (+9.4%) on revenues of 27.1 billion
euros (+1.5%).
To find out more about MAPFRE, please visit www.mapfre.com.

Technology empowers you to adapt and
grow - it helps you engage customers,
empower employees, optimise
operations, and reinvent products and
business models.
Microsoft Dynamics 365 is the next generation of intelligent business applications
that enable organisations to grow, evolve and transform. It unifies CRM and ERP
capabilities by delivering new purpose-built applications that work seamlessly
together to help you accelerate your digital transformation to meet the changing
needs of your customers and capture the new business opportunities of tomorrow.

Founded in 1872, Pirelli is the world’s
fifth largest tyre manufacturer based on
revenues.
With a presence in over five continents, the company now has 20 tyre
manufacturing facilities. Pirelli is one of the leading manufacturers of high-end
and performance tyres. The company has always had a keen focus on research
and development. The goal is to constantly improve the quality of Pirelli products

The goal of SMP Racing is to develop and
promote Russian motorsport.

in terms of performance, safety and environmental impact, all in line with the

Since the program launched in 2013, dozens of young and talented Russian racing

company’s ‘green performance’ strategy. In pursuing these objectives, Pirelli

drivers have achieved great success in both Russia and across the world. The SMP

always aims to unite financial profitability with social responsibility. Having been

Racing program covers all stages of the racer’s career progress from karting to top

involved in motor racing since 1907, Pirelli is currently the single tyre manufacturer

racing series. Nowadays there are plenty of Russian racing drivers representing

for Formula 1: the current deal started in 2011 and has recently been confirmed

SMP Racing across Formula 1, IndyCar, FIA WEC, ELMS, GP3 Series, Formula

until the end on 2019. This is an important challenge in terms of technological

Renault, Euroformula Open, Formula V8 3.5, Blancpain GT, Ferrari Challenge, GT3

innovation and is a key means of promoting the Pirelli brand. The excellence of

Le Mans Cup, World Karting Championships and more.

our products, the popularity of the Pirelli Calendar, our prestigious involvement in
Formula 1 and in more than 250 other championships around the world and the
company’s involvement in the fashion industry all contribute to the success of our
brand throughout the world.

TECHNICAL PARTNERS

TECHNICAL PARTNERS

3D Systems provides comprehensive
3D products and services, including 3D
printers, print materials, on-demand
manufacturing services and digital
design tools.

Pioneering technology for racing since
1963, Alpinestars is today the world’s
premier motorsport performance
protection, apparel and footwear
company.

Its ecosystem supports advanced applications from the product design

With extensive R&D facilities in the US and Europe and a global racing

shop to the factory floor to the operating room. 3D Systems’ precision

development program, Alpinestars’ influence extends to every major motorsport

healthcare capabilities include simulation, Virtual Surgical Planning, and

series throughout the world; from Formula 1, NASCAR, the World Endurance

printing of medical and dental devices as well as patient-specific surgical

Championship and Indycar to MotoGP, motocross and the Dakar Rally. A

instruments. As the originator of 3D printing and a shaper of future 3D

constant commitment to bringing new innovations to the race track ensures that

solutions, 3D Systems has spent its 30 year history enabling professionals

construction and material technologies offer the competitive edge in performance,

and companies to optimize their designs, transform their workflows, bring

resulting in the lightest, most breathable and fit-specific auto racing products

innovative products to market and drive new business models.

which deliver unrivalled comfort in the high stress cockpit environment, both for its

3D Systems have enjoyed a Technical Partnership with Renault Sport

world championship athletes and, ultimately, for its global customer base.

Formula One Team since 1998, when the first SLA 5000 was deployed in

Reducing fatigue and helping driver concentration is vital in finding extra tenths

Enstone with rapid prototyping purposes. Use of Additive Manufacturing

of a second during a Grand Prix and product engineering breakthroughs and

developed rapidly to fulfil the team’s aspiration to increase the production

thousands of hours of R&D and testing in the most challenging conditions ensures

volume for Wind Tunnel model parts and is now used in a variety of roles,

the continued performance of Alpinestars race suits, boots, gloves and technical

including the production of casting patterns and actual car components.

underwear for Renault Formula One Team’s drivers Nico Hulkenberg and Jolyon
Palmer.
Alpinestars – One Goal. One vision.

DigiPen Institute of Technology is an
educational pioneer in the teaching and
advancement of video game design and
development, hardware and software
engineering, digital art and animation,
and sound design.

In addition to its educational mission, DigiPen’s Research & Development arm

Elysium provides interoperability
solutions that allow sophisticated, high
performance multi-CAD Translation,
Migration and Validation, Product Data
Quality Management, Engineering
Change Management, and a number of
other tools to achieve 3D digital model
collaboration with efficiency and the
highest quality.

partners with a wide range of distinguished industry clients to develop strategic

Elysium has remained a global leader in the interoperability industry for more than

For more than two decades, DigiPen’s academic programs have helped students to
become skilled software developers, engineers, designers, and artists.
With its main campus located in Redmond, Washington, DigiPen Institute of
Technology also offers degree programs at two international branch campuses in
Singapore and Bilbao, Spain.

software and technology solutions involving simulation, data analytics, consumer
engagement, and more. For close to 10 years, DigiPen has partnered with Renault
Sport Formula One as a technology supplier.

30 years, and pushes the envelope of what’s possible in the world of CAD data
collaboration and quality. At Renault Sport Formula One Team, the pressure to
have high quality data and the fastest turnaround on engineering changes possible
while collaborating with multiple divisions and suppliers using CAD, CAM and CAE
is enormous to meet deadlines of every race with improvements. This is precisely
where Elysium excels and performs and Elysium has been a constant reliable
partner to meet this challenge among the Formula 1 team for over a decade.

GF Machining Solutions is the world’s
leading solutions provider to the
tool and mould making industry and
to manufacturers of high-precision
components.

Matrix Fitness – a total solutions partner
- is the commercial division of Johnson
Health Tech.

Its technology portfolio refers to electrical discharge machines (EDM), high-speed

Matrix is comprised of a complete range of premium, commercial-grade

(HSM) and high-performance (HPM) milling machines, motor spindles, 3D Laser

cardiovascular and strength-training equipment for health clubs and other fitness

texturing and additive manufacturing (AM) machines, automation and tooling

facilities.

systems as well as customer services. With its product labels AgieCharmilles,
Mikron, Liechti, System 3R and Step-Tec, GF Machining Solutions has established
an enviable reputation for exceptional performance, outstanding value, ease of
use, and lasting precision. The Key segments are the automotive and aerospace
industry as well as the information and communication technology. GF Machining
Solutions EDM and the five-axis milling machines allow Renault Sport Formula

Renault Sport was the first commercial partner for Matrix - joining together
around 11 years ago. This relationship has been retained throughout the years and
continues to grow with Matrix providing fitness equipment to the team’s Technical
Centre; a purpose-built sports training and sports science facility known as the
Human Performance Centre (HPC).

One Team engineers to push Formula One technology to its limits and to adopt
radical approaches to the design, manufacture and materials of strategic car
components.

PerkinElmer is a global leader committed
to innovating for a healthier world.
Our dedicated team of 8,000 employees worldwide are passionate about providing
customers with an unmatched experience as they help solve critical issues
especially impacting the diagnostics, discovery and analytical solutions markets.
Our innovative detection, imaging, informatics and service capabilities, combined
with deep market knowledge and expertise, help customers gain earlier and more
accurate insights to improve lives and the world around us. Together, we are
making a difference for the better:
• For more effective drugs: PerkinElmer technologies and expertise were
instrumental in the development of 22 novel therapeutic drugs.
• For healthier babies: Our neonatal and newborn screening technologies have

Siemens PLM Software, a business unit
of the Siemens Digital Factory Division,
is a leading global provider of product
lifecycle management (PLM) and
manufacturing operations management
(MOM) software, systems and services
with over 15 million licensed seats
and more than 140,000 customers
worldwide.
For over a decade, our partnership with Renault Sport Formula One Team
encompasses two critical engineering disciplines; engineering simulation and
advanced composite design.
Our engineering simulation tools, led by the STAR-CCM+ product, allow Renault

aided in screening over 520 million babies worldwide for a variety of life-

Sport Formula One Team to discover better designs, faster. The software plays a

threatening diseases, helping them get a healthier start.

critical role in aerodynamic development, while both STAR-CCM+ and STAR-CD are

• For better treatment: We touch over one million lives every year through cancer
treatment with our advances in digital imaging technology.
• For a cleaner and safer environment: Our instrumentation and solutions test 289
billion gallons of water a year to provide safe drinking water for 1 billion people.
• For a safer food supply: In 2016, we analyzed 220 million tons of wheat for
quality within the global grain supply chain.
• For more informed scientific decisions: Deploying Spotfire licenses across more
than 300 enterprises so researchers can better capture and visualize insights.
• For greater efficiencies: Our OneSource services team manages assets in over
8,000 labs around the world.
For over 20 years the F1 Team at Enstone have used PerkinElmer technologies to
ensure component safety, quality and integrity. Through our technical partnership
with Renault Sport Formula One Team, a dedicated PerkinElmer scientific
laboratory operates within the Enstone facility; the latest PerkinElmer thermal
analysis, infrared spectroscopy and imaging technologies are used to support
proactive monitoring, issue prevention, reliable quality and enhanced performance
of Renault Sport Formula One Team race car components.

used extensively in engine design simulation solutions, providing the most reliable
flow of information into the team’s design process, which in turn drives innovation
and lowers development costs.
Our advanced composite design tools, led by the Fibersim product, allow Renault
Sport Formula One Team to design and manufacture parts made of advanced
composite materials, including carbon fibre. The software enables the engineers at
the Enstone facility to significantly reduce design and production time and improve
the accuracy of its composite racing car parts, which make up 85% of the car but
only 20% of its weight.

115 YEARS
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RENAULT:
115 YEARS OF
MOTORSPORT
SUCCESS
RENAULT HAS LONG UNDERSTOOD THE VALUE OF MOTORSPORT TO ITS BRAND.

1902

Renault’s first major motorsport victory came in the 1902
Paris-Vienna race at the hands of Marcel Renault. Three
Type K lightweight cars were entered alongside four smaller
voiturettes to do battle against the likes of Count Zborowski’s
powerful Mercedes and Henry Farman’s Panhard.
The Jazz Age and
Land Speed Records

The event took place on steep, twisting roads, including
a tough Alpine crossing. Marcel Renault’s victory was at

In the 30s Renault developed the Nerva Series and
continued with numerous speed record attempts on the

an average speed of 62.5km/h and from that point on,

roads of Europe and Africa. Powered by Renault’s second

Renault would be a very serious contender in motorsport

In the 1920s and 30s, Renault focused on rallying and

8-cylinder in-line unit and inspired by aviation engineering

at all levels.

the Land Speed record. In 1925 Renault won the Monte-

developments, the Nervasport finished second in the

Carlo Rally. Then in 1926 the 9.0 litre Renault 40CV Type

1932 Monte-Carlo Rally, just two tenths of a second

In 1906 Renault entered the first-ever Grand Prix, held

NM des records was developed for speed trials, complete

behind the winner. Victory came in the 1935 Monte-Carlo

over two days on public roads outside Le Mans. Renault

with a single seat, streamlined coupe bodywork and

Rally, the 1935 Liège-Rome-Liège race and second place,

participated with its Type AK, a lightweight chassis fitted

exposed wheels. It went on to achieve a 24-hour average

behind Bugatti, was achieved in the Morocco Rally too.

with a 12.9-litre four-cylinder engine. In spite of searing

of 107.9mph – significant speeds for a production-based

temperatures, a track that almost melted and more than

car of the day.

But the car turned in its most spectacular performance

12 hours of racing, Hungarian Ferenç Szisz won the race

at the speed ring in Montlhéry. In April 1934, a specially

for Renault. Victory contributed to an increase in sales for

prepared Nervasport won several endurance records in all

the French manufacturer in the years following the race.

categories. It covered more than 8,000km in 48 hours, at
an average of over 100mph with a top speed of close to
125mph.The highly dynamic single-seater body designed
by Marcel Riffard would influence the design of future
Renault vehicles.

KEY
DETAILS
Shooting

Stars in the 1950s

Renault recaptured the pioneering spirit of its early days in the 1950s with
further attempts on the Land Speed record. After two years of wind-tunnel
testing, in September 1956 Renault took the striking blue Étoile Filante
(Shooting Star) to the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah, USA. The outstanding
vehicle featured a tubular, polyester-clad body and two large aircraft-like fins. It
was propelled by an innovative turbine engine developing 270 hp at 28,000rpm
and was equipped with the Transfluide transmission. In a nod to the aeronautics
sector, it ran on kerosene and was practically vibration-free thanks to the rotation
speed of the turbines. On its first run on solid ground, its developer Jean Hébert set a
new land speed record, peaking at 308.85km/h.
Renault followed this remarkable speed achievement with further rallying success. It
entered the petite and innovative rear-engined Dauphine in numerous events, including the
Mille Miglia. It took the first four places in the 1956 event and won the Tour de Corse the same
year. Two years later a Dauphine won the epic Monte-Carlo Rally.

The start of the Gordini partnership
In the early 60s a sportier, high-performance

Gordini’s facilities in Paris proved to be too small

version of the Dauphine was produced by

for the ambitious activities, so a new building

Amédée Gordini, who had also created Grand Prix

outside the city was sought. The ideal location was

cars under his own name. The Renault-Gordini

found at Viry-Châtillon. The Gordini facility was

partnership proved to be highly successful, with

inaugurated on 6 February 1969, and it was to be

the classic R8 Gordini, R12 and R17 appearing in

the launch pad for significant and lasting motor

subsequent years. The R8 Gordini in particular

sporting success over the following decades.

excelled in rallies, hill-climb and racetrack
meetings and proved so immensely popular that

The initial focus was on a new 2-litre V6 engine,

the Renault 8 Gordini Cup, a programme widely

which was officially launched in January 1973.

considered to be the forerunner of brand-specific

The engine soon proved to be competitive in the

championships, was created in 1966. The Renault

prestigious European 2-litre sportscar series.

12 Gordini engine also powered the first Formula

That was followed by a move into the FIA World

Renault cars, with the first Formula Renault

Sportscar Championship with a turbocharged

French championship held in 1971. Many eminent

version of the engine.

drivers and champions have since cut their teeth

1976

in the formula, including Jacques Laffite; Jean
Ragnotti, Alain Prost, Sebastian Vettel, Kimi
Räikkönen and Lewis Hamilton.

Renault Sport was founded in 1976, and that
year saw the birth of a parallel single-seater
programme with the V6 engine in European F2.

1978
Le Mans success
and F1 debut

In sportscars the turbocharged Renaults proved to be

The V6 turbocharged RS01 made its debut in the

incredibly fast, securing a string of poles and fastest laps.

1977 British GP in the hands of Jean-Pierre Jabouille.

Everything came together in 1978 when Didier Pironi and

Nicknamed the ‘Yellow Teapot,’ the car retired from its

Jean-Pierre Jaussaud scored a historic victory in an Alpine-

first race, but not before it had made a big impression.

Renault A442B powered by Renault’s turbocharged V6

Four further outings at the end of the year provided more

engine. Another Renault came home fourth. With Le Mans

valuable experience. The education process continued

success finally secured, Renault could now focus on its

through 1978 until Jabouille earned the first points for

other goal – Formula 1.

Renault – and for any turbo engine – with fourth place in
the US GP. A move to a twin-turbo set-up for the 1979

The option to run a turbocharged engine had been

Monaco GP was one of the big breakthroughs. The team

in the rules for many years, but nobody had dared to

had finally begun to conquer the critical problem of turbo

pursue it until Renault. Track testing began quietly with a

lag, and Jabouille duly scored the marque’s historical first

1.5-litre version of the turbo engine in 1976, and a short

win on home ground in Dijon, having started from pole.

programme of races was scheduled for the following year.

1980s

Rallying to victory
In parallel, Renault remained committed to rallying. It won the
manufacturer’s title in the 1973 World Rally Championship, before Guy
Fréquelin claimed the 1977 French Rally Championship with the Alpine A310
Group 5. The Renault 5 Alpine garnered further fame with Jean Ragnotti, who
finished second in the 1978 Monte-Carlo Rally. Ragnotti then piloted the Renault
5 Turbo to victory in the 1981 Monte-Carlo Rally and the 1985 Tour de Corse.
Renault also ventured into rallye raids with the Paris-Dakar Rally and a privatelyentered Renault 20 driven by the Marreau brothers won the 1982 edition through the
deserts of Africa.
In parallel, Renault’s F1 involvement began to pay dividends as it finished second in the
1983 World Championship with Alain Prost. The Frenchman had taken four wins to champion
Piquet’s three, but missed the title by just two points. The same year Renault became an engine
supplier for the first time, joining forces with Lotus. Supply deals were also extended to the Ligier
and Tyrrell teams in subsequent seasons. In Portugal 1985 Ayrton Senna scored his first-ever GP
victory with Renault power, and the Brazilian proved to be one of the stars of the season.

The works outfit was closed at the end of 1985 with focus
instead directed at supplying engines to other teams. Indeed
in 1986 the Senna/Lotus/Renault combination proved to the
fastest on the grid, as the Brazilian took eight poles.

F1 Success beckons
Renault officially returned to Formula 1 in the late
eighties, but this time as an engine partner to the
Williams team. In its first year of competition the new
partnership won two Grands Prix, and two further
wins followed in 1990. Nigel Mansell – who had used
Renault power at Lotus – joined the team.

1990s
It was the start of an incredible era. By the end of 1991
the combination was the one to beat, and in 1992 Mansell

AN F1 RETURN

As Renault refocused its activities around engine supply,
Vettel proved unstoppable in the World Championship,

proved so dominant that he secured Renault’s first World

Again, Renault’s official absence from F1 was to be a short

breaking all the records as he secured consecutive titles in

Championship by August.

one. In early 2001 it was announced that the company

2011, 2012 and 2013.

had bought the Benetton team, and was to return in
Former works Renault driver Alain Prost joined Williams

a full works capacity. The Renault name returned as

Alongside Red Bull Racing, Renault supplied Lotus

in 1993, and he too won the title before retiring. Further

Benetton’s engine supplier that season, and then in 2002

F1 Team, Caterham F1 Team and Williams F1 Team.

championships followed for Damon Hill in 1996 and for

the team was reborn as Renault F1 Team, with the chassis

Throughout the era, the V8 engine developed by 250

Jacques Villeneuve in 1997. Williams-Renault also won the

department still based at Enstone, UK, while working

engineers at Viry-Châtillon dominated, taking over 40% of

Constructors’ title in 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996 and 1997.

closely with the engine division in Viry.

the available wins and a record number of pole positions.

In 1995 Renault expanded its involvement with a

In 2003 Fernando Alonso gave the new team its first pole

new collaboration with the Benetton team. Michael

in Malaysia, and then the young Spaniard followed up with

Schumacher won the championship in 1995, while

his and the team’s first win in Hungary. The following year

Benetton won the Constructors’ title – ensuring that with

Jarno Trulli gave Renault victory in the most prestigious

Renault Sport Technologies continued to develop its range

its two partners Renault scored six straight title successes

race of the year in Monaco.

of single-make championships with Formula Renault 2000

between 1992 and 1997. Between 1995 and 1997
Renault engines won 74% of Grands Prix.
Renault officially departed Formula 1 at the end of 1997.

Away from f1

and the Clio Cup. And the Clio Super 1600 enjoyed strong
In 2005 Alonso was the man to beat as he won the Drivers’

success on the rally circuit, winning several international

title and Renault took the Constructors’ version with eight

titles between 2003 and 2005.

wins between Alonso and team-mate Giancarlo Fisichella.

Williams, Benetton and later the new BAR team used

The 2005 season brought the creation of the World

Renault-based engines under the Supertec, Mecachrome

Despite the huge change from V10 to V8 technology

Series by Renault, following a merger between Eurocup

and Playlife names, and work continued in a small

for 2006, the Renault F1 Team was able to sustain its

Formula Renault V6 and the World Series by Nissan. Free

development project at Viry.

momentum. A further eight wins over the season saw

to the public World Series by Renault meetings combined

Renault fighting with Ferrari for both titles, but Renault’s

top-class competition with on-track F1 shows and

Renault simultaneously continued its rally involvement

innovation again proved victorious as it again captured

family entertainment for 11 years. The series was also a

throughout the nineties and the Maxi Mégane was driven

both the Drivers’ and Constructors’ titles.

springboard for most of the stars in the current F1 field.

to victory in the Tour de Corse in 1997.
Supplying other teams had long been a Renault policy,
and in 2007 a new partnership was formed with Red
Bull Racing. The dark blue cars soon moved up the grid,
and in 2010 Vettel emerged triumphant as the youngest
champion in the history of the sport, while Red BullRenault earned the Constructors’ championship.

“ Despite the huge change from V10 to V8
technology for 2006, the Renault F1 Team
was able to sustain its momentum. ”

the start of a new adventure
remi taffin

2014
In 2014, Formula 1 welcomed a radical

Renault continued to supply Red Bull

new wave of technology with the

Racing, sister team Scuderia Toro Rosso

introduction of avant-garde powertrain

as well as Lotus F1 Team, but the era

technology. The new Renault F1

proved hard fought. A rethink of the

power unit revisited a previous engine

corporate strategy was required, and at

generation’s turbocharged architecture

the end of 2015 Renault announced it

but combined it with powerful electric

would return to team ownership.

motors and an array of advanced
energy-recovering devices that cut

For 2016, the Renault name once again

fuel consumption by 40% year on year

raced in F1 as a full manufacturer entry,

while delivering comparable levels of

under the Renault Sport Formula One

performance and acceleration.

Team banner as part of a minimum
nine-year commitment to the sport with
aspirations to once more return to the
top step of the podium and challenge
for championships.

Enstone

Enstone’s
Building Blocks
The Whiteways Technical Centre has been home to a Formula 1
team since 1992. Nestled on the site of a former quarry between
the villages of Enstone and Middle Barton in Oxfordshire, Enstone
has been the home to Benetton, Renault, Lotus and now the
Renault Sport Formula One Team.
2016 saw the commencement of a major on-site

weekends, enabling better optimisation of the car on

transformation to create more capacity. To this end,

track. Located right in the heart of where the R.S.17

there are currently five projects ongoing at Enstone

was born and nurtured, the operations room will

with four part-way through their build phase and the

feature large glass walls and a viewing area for very

fifth just beginning.

special guests to be immersed in the race experience

for

from the team’s Enstone base. This important new
The first project is to host two new CNC machines

resource is expected to go live to coincide with the start

which require an entirely new 260sqm, almost nine

of the season.

metre high building. These state of the art CNC
machines are sizably bigger than their predecessors
and will serve to increase the capability in terms of

” The new facilities are rapidly being put in place
and the existing facilities upgraded, and this is a
vital aspect in our quest towards track success.”

both number of components and their size, whilst also
greatly improving accuracy.
The second new building will host two spray and
preparation booths to bring car painting in-house.
The installation of the booths inside the newly-built
structure has just been commissioned. Part of this

The final project is an expansion of the existing main

Outside, additional parking is being created to

project is a 252sqm storage area for the race team.

factory building with the new-build accompanying

accommodate the increasing number of employees

major remodelling inside, with two 840sqm floors

and visitors. Also very welcome will be the new

The third project is in the aerodynamics department,

enabling a complete reorganisation and optimisation

staff restaurant and café, which are planned to be

which has benefited from an increase of nearly 50%

of production capacities, as well as accommodating the

operational in autumn of 2017.

of office space. To allow the office capacity expansion,

staff increase in manufacturing and design.

the rapid prototyping department has been rehoused

Last but not least, many smaller investments have

to a newly refurbished floor in the same building.

Common to each project is the desire to create positive

been made in all sectors of the company, to the great

This allows a significant increase in the number of 3D

working environments with as much natural light as

benefit of individual and collective efficiency. These

printing machines as well two new 5 axis CNC machines

possible, with energy-efficient LED lighting and state-

investments include new laptops and workstations, a

to be added, to enable more efficient use of the wind

of-the-art air systems for ventilation and heating.

new CFD calculation cluster enabling faster computing

tunnel. A host of ‘non visible’ investments have also

of aero calculations, and improvements in non-

been made to the wind tunnel, to enhance its accuracy

In parallel, an extensive refurbishment programme

destructive testing equipment to enable increased

and make better correlations between wind tunnel

is underway for almost all existing departments. For

accuracy.

figures and track realities.

example, all the CNC machines (five axis and turning

The fourth project is the creation of a large operations

machines) have completely been renewed, extending

“We’ve seen a strong consolidation of capability over

significantly manufacturing capacities.

the last nine months,” said Chief Technical Officer, Bob

room, located at the centre of the main building,

Bell. “By the end of 2017, the majority of the site will

adjacent to the design office. This will allow an efficient

have benefited from updates or new buildings.

connection between the factory and the track for race

Viry

Viry’s Rejuvenation
Whilst the revitalisation at the Enstone site is of a greater magnitude,
it certainly hasn’t been quiet at the Viry-Châtillon base since the
inauguration of Renault Sport Racing.

Originally the base of Renault-Gordini from 1969, Viry

Furthermore, an additional single cylinder test unit

“At Viry we have seen a fundamental reorganisation of

has been involved in every one of Renault’s Formula 1

enables an increase in capacity to develop combustion

the technical structure with the objective to reshape the

involvements, initially relating to the entire car in the

concepts, whilst the dynos are now cooled more

operation to better suit the future challenges of power

early days, but subsequently concerning the engine

efficiently through new aero cooling towers.

unit development,” explains Chief Technical Officer,
Bob Bell.

and latterly the complete power unit with the internal
combustion engine (ICE) and related energy recovery

As well as the projects either completed or underway,

and deployment systems.

there is more to come for Viry, with further upgrades

“These changes not only enable us to provide ever-

to machinery and dyno facilities planned for the next

improving power units – whether to Enstone or our

two years.

partner teams – but in particular to work ever more

Whilst much of the changes have related to

efficiently in hand with our own chassis development as

organisational structures and methodology refinements,
there has been considerable investment in equipment

In terms of personnel, there have been strategic

too.

increases in headcount, with the total number employed

we seek to achieve our objectives over the seasons ahead.”

on site reaching 240 by the end of 2016, with a further
Highlights over the past year include the updating of

increase of 13% planned for 2017. Areas of particular

the dyno management system to facilitate an improved,

growth relate to the turbo and Motor/Generator Control

more efficient and reliable engine test programme.

Unit departments at Viry.

There’s more computational power too, with a new CFD
cluster increasing simulation capacity by 140%. A new
3D scanner, scheduled to be operational before the
start of the season, will enable a massive increase in
non-destructive quality control capacity, whilst a new
electronic microscope has enhanced troubleshooting
capabilities.

“ These changes not only enable us to provide
ever-improving power units – whether to
Enstone or our partner teams – but in particular
to work ever more efficiently ”
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FORMULA E • FORMULA RENAULT • RENAULT CLIO CUP • RENAULT CLIO R3T TROPHY

FORMULA E
The FIA’s first fully electric racing championship is staged in city centres
around the world. In its continuing role as a trailblazer, Renault is making
the most of this global showcase to put the spotlight on its know-how in
electrical technology.
A standard bearer of all-electric driving with the Z.E. (zero emissions)
range and a key player in motorsport, Renault is playing its part in the
emergence of a new type of motor racing that is more accessible and
contributes to the development of electro mobility.
Renault rose to the latest challenge in winning the maiden FIA Formula E
Championship in 2014/15 with the Renault e.dams team, echoing the same
feat in season two, competing with its own engine/gearbox assembly,
developing cutting-edge technologies that will both directly and indirectly
benefit the production vehicles in the Z.E. range.

Formula Renault
Sometimes as young as 16, the drivers in the Formula Renault fields are
confronted with an extremely competitive environment in which they will
learn the basics of their trade: how to handle the pressure of competition
while getting the most out of their single-seater. The 2.0L, 16V, 210 hp
single-seater engine has been hooked up to a paddle-operated seven speed
sequential gearbox.
The old adage that you need a season to learn and another to win seems
to be a thing of the past. The average age of drivers breaking into Formula
1 has fallen considerably in the last few years, with the result that the
apprenticeships they serve on the way up have also become shorter.
Created more than 45 years ago, Formula Renault has since developed in
response to the needs of drivers hailing from karting and entry-level series.
Something of a single seater academy, Formula Renault gives drivers
every opportunity to demonstrate their talents.

Renault Clio Cup
The FIA’s first fully electric racing championship is staged in city centres
aroun Fans love to see cars racing side by side, which is just what they
get with the Clio Cups. Following the launch of the legendary Coupe
R8 Gordini in 1966, Renault Sport has continued its presence on the
racetracks of Europe and the rest of the world. Sold by the hundreds
since 1991, the four generations of the Clio Cup were recognized for their
performance, reliability and accessibility.
Eight national Clio Cup series will be held in 2017: France, UK, Spain,
Italy, Benelux, Nordic, Central Europe and China.
Clio Cup has all the attributes of the Clio R.S. 200 EDC. The 1.6L direct
injected turbo engine delivers 220hp and a constant torque of 270Nm
and is hooked up to a sequential gearbox with steering wheel-mounted
paddle shifts.

Renault Clio R3T Trophy
In 2017 competitors will have the choice to compete for a national
trophy in four European areas: France, Alps, Italy and Iberia.
In addition to the technical support available to every customer and
the sporting equity of the Trophy, the Clio R3T will provide a good
experience to the drivers for their future in rally.
Clio R3T shows off its assets with exclusive front and rear suspension
systems. Featuring new adjustable bumpers and a wide range
of settings, every driver is able to find the balance needed to be
competitive on all surfaces.
Clio R.S. 200 EDC’s 1.6-litre turbo-charged engine has been given special
treatment to deliver unrivalled performances. The engine block now
develops 242hp and delivers 480Nm of torque. The six-speed sequential
gearbox can be controlled by steering wheel-mounted paddles
(upcoming option).
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FROM THE TRACK TO THE ROAD: UNIQUE EXPERTISE AND KNOW-HOW

Patrice Ratti
Managing Director, Renault Sport Cars

After starting his career in 1981 as an engineer in the
Formula 1 team, Patrice Ratti witnessed first-hand
the early stages of Renault Sport. Now Managing
Director, Renault Sport Cars, he looks back over the
last forty years or so…
Q&A
What are the values of Renault

Renault Sport enjoys a challenge,

What are the goals for Renault

Sport in 2017?

but what can we expect you to

Sport Cars for the future?

They are the same as they were in

take on next?

Our engineers are currently

1976. Renault Sport has always

When we have the successor to

working on a number of exciting

striven for performance without

the Mégane R.S. 275 Trophy-R,

projects… We want and need to

ever hesitating to head off the

our aim will be to take back the

offer our customers exciting sports

beaten track in order to develop

Nürburgring lap record! For the

cars in more and more markets.

new solutions. Our love of racing

time being, we are taking on

Whilst continuing to grow in

and team spirit is as strong as

the challenge of developing

Europe, we are therefore going to

ever. From a technical standpoint,

international sales. In five years,

pursue our development in other

Renault Sport has never focused

the proportion of vehicles sold

continents.

solely on horsepower. We prefer

outside of Europe has gone from

to find the right balance between

10% to almost 30%. Sandero R.S.

power and weight, with highly

2.0 – our first product developed

efficient chassis and paying special

specifically for Latin America – has

attention to driving pleasure. It’s

been a huge success and we are

tricky to get right, but it’s part and

intending to pursue this avenue.

parcel of our make-up and is hardcoded in our approach: Renault
cars have always been light and
agile, and have regularly beaten
much more powerful cars.

RENAULT SPORT CARS 2017 RANGE :
remi
taffin SPORT
THERE’S
A RENAULT
TO SUIT EVERYONE
The Renault Sport Cars range offers

Making use of technologies developed

a three level structure to cover most

for racing, the R.S., GT and GT-Line

customer needs. The GT-line offers

models are seen as the standard bearers

sporty looks derived from GT that give

of the Renault range. Behind the wheel,

real performance with specific engine

hundreds of thousands of drivers form

and chassis innovations whilst retaining

a borderless community, which spreads

high levels of comfort for daily use.

Renault Sport’s passion to the four

R.S. delivers the best performance for

corners of the planet.

uncompromised driving pleasure on
roads and tracks.

Ten Renault Sport Cars models are currently available:
Twingo GT, Clio R.S., Clio GT, Clio GT-Line, Mégane GT, Mégane GT-Line,
Mégane Estate GT, Sandero R.S., Sandero GT-Line, Fluence GT.

TWINGO GT
TWINGO GT

THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE RENAULT SPORT CARS RANGE.
Twingo GT comes with a rear mid-mounted engine, a nod to the R5 Turbo and
the Clio V6, two iconic models that share the same structural design. Twingo
GT proves to be decidedly fun to drive, with its spunky engine boasting 110hp
and 170Nm of torque. Sitting firmly on its 17-inch wheels, Twingo GT features a
revised suspension system, specific ESP settings and variable ratio power steering.

New Clio R.S. 200 EDC
New Clio R.S. 200 EDC

Clio R.S. 200 EDC offers the best in Renault Sport technology for a thrilling
driving experience. Thanks to its six-speed EDC dual-clutch automatic gearbox,
efficiency and comfort go hand in hand. Embracing its city car looks, it can be
transformed into a high-level sports car according to the wishes of the driver. With
a more powerful 220hp engine, the Trophy version comes with an extra 40Nm of
torque thanks to a new engine mapping, a larger turbocharger, an air intake system
that reduces loss of power and a redesigned exhaust system. This version also has
specific ground link systems.

Mégane GT
Mégane GT

Whilst special attention has been paid to driving comfort, New Mégane GT
features the kind of sporty performance that is specific to models designed
by Renault Sport. The supreme on-board comfort owes much to the four-wheel
steering system, 4Control, a worldwide first in this segment. This model also
comes with Launch Control, Multi Change Down and R.S. Drive. New Mégane Sport
Tourer GT features all the same innovations as Mégane GT, combining the dynamic
feel and elegance of its sleek lines with a record-breaking boot capacity!

TECHNOLOGIES DERIVED FROM RACING
FOR UNRIVALLED DRIVING PLEASURE
Resulting from the ongoing discourse between the racing
engineers and those in charge of the production models,
motorsport-derived technologies help to improve the driving
pleasure, performance levels and reliability of the R.S.

Launch Control
Inaugurated on Clio R.S. 200 EDC, Launch Control lets you
fly off the start line like a cannon ball! Managing the level of
grip available, this electronic system eliminates wheel spin
by regulating the level of engine torque.

Multi Change Down
By pressing and holding down the steering wheel-mounted
paddle, the driver can shift down through the gears quickly
in order to enter each corner in the most suitable gear.
Available on Clio R.S. and then on Mégane GT, it provides an
unprecedented experience for all driving styles.

R.S. Monitor
Inspired by the on-board data acquisition systems used in racing, R.S.
Monitor records the information sent by the car’s sensors. Up to fourteen
values are available: engine power and torque, brake pressure, oil
temperature, steering wheel angle, etc. Fun to use, R.S. Monitor displays
the essential information on the dashboard whilst driving. All of the data
can then be used and analysed on a computer and compared with leading
times for the main tracks.

Independent steering-axis
front suspension
Initially devised for the R21 Turbo Superproduction at the end of
the 1980s, independent steering-axis front suspension was given
a new lease of life on the more powerful models from the R.S.
range. Unlike ¬ a McPherson-strut front suspension system, the
steering axis is completely independent of the damper system,
thus eliminating the torque-steer issues on tight corners and
improving overall stability at high speed.

Independent steering-axis
front suspension
Developed following work done by Renault Sport on the
suspension systems used in rallying, hydraulic compression stops
are now used on Clio R.S. Regardless of the conditions, they offer
unrivalled road-holding for a sports car, thanks to the inclusion of
a secondary damper in the main part.

U-Flex oil-control rings
Among the many innovations that have stemmed from the world
of Formula 1, Renault Sport rolled out the U-Flex technology on its
production models. This highly flexible, U-shaped oil-control ring
adapt to the exact profile of the cylinder wall caused by changes
in pressure and temperature. The innovation helps to limit friction
whilst improving the efficiency of the engine lubricant.

Unsurpassed mastery
of turbo technology
Introduced in F1 in 1977, Renault was the pioneer in turbocharger
technology and today it’s found on the entire R.S. and GT range.
In 2014 the turbo also returned to F1 where the increase in power
and efficiency brought by this technology is among the elements
contributing to a 40% reduction in carbon emissions while
retaining comparable performance.

Renault’s technological excellence in F1
for the benefit of all motorists

Renault’s excellence on the racetrack has already
found its way into the specification of its production
engines. A prime example is the latest generation of
Energy engines that have benefitted from the input of
skilled specialists from the world of Formula 1.

technology transfer
Over recent years strengthened ties have been
forged between Viry-Châtillon, where Renault’s F1
powerplants are designed and developed, and the
Technocentre in Guyancourt, the company’s nervecentre of road car engineering development. In
addition, even closer ties will now be forged between
Les Ulis, home to Renault Sport Cars. The close
collaboration that exists between the race engine
specialists and their production engine colleagues, as
well as the one-off projects that involve both parties,
allow breakthroughs in F1 to benefit road going
engines, and vice-versa.
The speed at which developments occur in F1 and the
analytical skills of Renault’s race engine specialists
enable the company to explore new technical solutions
in extreme conditions. Competing with specialist makes
on the racetrack also provides Renault, as a volume
manufacturer, with a unique grasp of cutting-edge
engine architectures.

Electric technologies
Renault is making a direct contribution to the
emergence of electric technologies via a dual sporting
and technical commitment. F1 power units now
incorporate powerful electrical motors that are
capable of harnessing energy lost under braking and
in the exhaust. The recovered energy is stored in a
battery and released on demand to boost power. In

Today, all the power plants that form Renault’s Energy
range are turbocharged with a view to reconciling the
performance and fuel efficiency of its current smaller
and lighter engines. Similarly, the R.E.17 is a V6 turbo,
capable of producing more bang for buck than its
engine displacement would normally allow.
Direct injection

parallel, Renault’s commitment to the new Formula E

Direct fuel injection permits accurate control of the

Championship demonstrates Renault’s environmental

form and rate of the fuel spray inside the cylinders

strategy and commitment to “zero-emission” vehicles.

and not inside the intake manifolds, as is the case with
indirect injection.

The two-pronged commitment showcases Renault’s
determination to step up technological progress in

Direct fuel injection in the Renault production cars

electric vehicles. The technologies developed as part

also stems from the two-way dialogue between Viry

of our commitments will contribute to improving the

and Guyancourt in their respective bids to optimise

performance of electric motors and the battery range.

energy efficiency while minimising fuel consumption.
The latter has been cut by 40 percent with the latest

Turbocharging
Turbocharging enables smaller cubic capacity engines

generation Formula 1 engine and is down 25 percent in
the case of Renault’s Energy production engines.

This approach enables Renault to constantly improve

to produce greater power despite lower maximum

the energy efficiency of both its race and road going

rev limits. Energy that would otherwise be wasted

engines in many different ways, including:

as heat in the exhaust gases is recovered to drive the

The Energy engine range benefits from Renault Sport

•

Turbocharging and downsizing

turbo. This energy is then used to compress the intake

Formula One Team’s expertise in friction-reducing

•

Direct fuel injection

air (compressor) and increase the pressure inside the

technologies, including:

•

Friction reduction

cylinders.

•

Shared practices
Renault stood out as the pioneer in turbocharging and

Friction reduction

•

DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) coating of cam followers

•

Pressure Vapour Deposit (PVD) treatment of piston

As such, Renault’s customers benefit from a level of

downsizing in Formula 1 when it debuted the R.S.01

powertrain excellence that has been honed in the

turbo engine in 1977. It gradually made this technology

exacting world of motorsport.

widely available in emblematic high-performance

used in F1 for more than a decade. The form of

production cars in the 1980s, including the R5 Turbo,

the ‘U’ permits the piston ring to adapt to the

R18 Turbo, R11 Turbo and R21 2L Turbo.

exact profile of the cylinder wall to obtain the best

rings
•

UFLEX oil control ring technology, which has been

compromise between efficiency (oil scraped off the
lining to minimise consumption) and friction.

Fuel consumption
In F1, weight is public enemy number one. Low fuel

be transmitted to the crankshaft, employed to maintain

Last but not least, talent sharing with a view to pooling

consumption is clearly an advantage since it means you

the speed of the turbine (and thereby reduce inertia

advanced skills is a vital ingredient when it comes to

can carry less fuel, and that makes the car lighter and

during the transient phase), or quite simply stored in

promoting fruitful, two-way dialogue and fostering

therefore faster.

the battery until required.

the spirit of innovation. Philippe Coblence, who was
behind the architecture of the Energy dCi 130, and

Electronic control systems
When it comes to improving powertrain performance in
road car technology, electronic control systems play an
increasingly important role. High-performance control

Again, this technology mirrors that of F1’s highly

Jean-Philippe Mercier, who was behind the Energy TCe

advanced power units.

blocks, are both former managers of Renault Sport F1’s
engineering office and architects of the V10, then V8

Collaboration

units, algorithms that incorporate more and more

In addition to sharing technologies, the pooling of

physical models, virtual sensors and so on are critical

systems and skills ensures real bonds between F1 and

in reducing energy consumption. F1 engines are fitted

production vehicles as savoir-faire and sizing tools are

with sophisticated electronic control units that are

pooled to optimise both road-going and F1 engines.

capable of processing 5GB of data per hour to control
fuel consumption, engine modes and hydraulic systems.

Renault Sport Formula One Team’s experience of highperformance engines proved beneficial when it came to

Compound engines
The principle of recovering energy by placing a turbine
in the exhaust line of a reciprocating engine and
transmitting this energy to the crankshaft is not new. It
was even used prior to World War 2 on certain airplane
engines and a mechanical form was developed for
trucks. The process is known as a ‘compound’ engine.
The advantage of an electric turbo-compound solution
is that it enables the released energy to be controlled in

designing the cooling system for Renault’s road-going
turbocharged engines. An example is the transverse
water flow system employed by Energy engines.
Validation processes based on a thorough
understanding of engine physics are also one of
Renault’s key assets. Ensuring reliability at each race is
vital to success in F1, while the durability of the brand’s
Energy powerplant range is recognised in quality
surveys.

powerplants, which were successful in F1 in the 1990s
and 2000s.
They brought their personal expertise and exacting
approach to their respective road-engine projects.
Downsizing, for example, was taken to new limits
thanks to technical solutions and processes brought
with them from F1. Energy engines now boast an
unprecedented technological package for their level of
range and, compared with their predecessors, deliver
combined-cycle fuel savings of up to 25 percent for the
vehicles they power.
The wide variety of skills available across Renault is
a major advantage that is also beneficial to Renault
Sport Formula One Team. For example, the team
at Viry-Châtillon makes intensive use of Renault’s
materials laboratory, as well as tools like the scanning
electron microscope.

real time in order to use it when and where it is really
necessary. Depending on the need of the moment, it can
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